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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I.l. MODELS OF LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE

The ide" th"t an educational experience is comprised

of two stages, learning and performance, is relatively new

and very little has been written about it. Conceptually,

the notion is quite simple. The learning stage takes place

as long as the subject continues to update his knowledge or

as long as there is a positive probability that the propor

tion of his correct responses will increase. This stage

lasts until the subject reaches a threshold, or a steady

state, beyond which improvements may be only random fluC

tuations. The performance stage takes place from this point

onward.

In Section I.l.l we briefly review three models of the

learning process -- usually associated with Paired Associate

Learning (PAL). A simple performance model (Automaton) for

two rows addition problems is presented in I.l.2.

f.l.l. Three Models of the Learning Process

The Single-Operator Linear Model (LM)

The model is represented by two equivalent equations

(Atkinson,Bower and Crothers, 1965):

The probability, Pn i of a correct response ontri"l n

incre"ses according to the equ"tion

1



where ~ denotes the learning rate.

(1.1)

The initial probability

PI is assumed to be l/r, i,e., one over the number ofre

sponse alternatives. Equivalently, the probability, qn' of

an incorrect response on trial n decreases according to the

relation

(1.2)

The One-Element Model (OEM)

The OEM and its properties (Ibid) are derived from the

following assumptions. Each item starts in the unconditioned

state U. Subsequently the item may move with probability c

to state L, where it is conditioned, or stays unconditioned

with probability 1- c. Until the item is conditioned there

is a constant probability g that the sUbject will respond

correctly by guessing. Once the item becomes conditioned, i.e.

enters state L, the probability of a correct response is

unity. The transition matrix and the response probability

vector are usually presented in the following way:

(1. 3)

g = l/r as in the LM case. Since both models have the same

mean learning curve

= .1=..9: _ ql
MLC c - I-a

2
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it is convenient to interchange ex with 1- c and ql with

1- g. If g .is fixed as above the two models have only

one free. para,metex ..

The Lonq- Short Model (LS- 3 )

This model was motivated, among other things, by PAL

studies which indicated that before conditioning immediate

recall of &-R pairs by a subject was nearly perfect while

the proportion of correct responses decreased with the time

before the next trial (Peterson, et al., 1962). The model

is described in Atkinson and Crothers.; part. of the¢lescrip-

tion is quoted in the next lines.

"Encoding for a given stimulus item occurs at most

on one trial; the probability that encoding occurs

on trial n given that it has not occurred on

previous trial is c. If an item is presented

that has already been encoded (either on the present

trial or on an earlier trial), then with probapility

a it goes into state L and with probability I-a

it goes into state S ThUS, after each presen

tation, an encoded item is in either state L or

S , and if the item were to be presented agai~

immediately the subject would make the correct

response with probability 1. However, other events

intervene from one presentation of an item to its

next presentation, and during this period we assume

there is a probability f that an item in state S

will move back to state F We assume the value

of f depends upon the number and type of intervening

items; a19o, f depends upon the exposure time of

the given item, for this affects the repetition



rate and hence the slope of the forgetting function

(Peterson. et al .• 1962).--
"Given the above assumptions. it can be shown that

moves among the four states are described by the

following transition matrix and response probability

vector:

where g = l/r ; throughout the paper we shall use

g to denote the guessing probability."

A special case of the LS-3 model is reduced to a two

parameter version by letting c = 1 in Eq. (1.5). This special

case will be designated as the L8- 2 model.

L1.2. An Example of a Performance Model

As an example (Suppes. 1968). consider a stochastic

automaton for column addition of two integers:

The automaton is the structure

<A. I.a.M.Q.sa >

A = (a.l) - the. set of internal states

I = ({m.n) : a<m. n<9} - the input alphabet

a = (a,l•...• 9)

M(k. (m.n) ={:

- the output alphabet

if m + n + k <9

m + n + k >9 for k = a. 1

"'t



M is the transition. function from A X I into. A .

Q(k,(m,n)) ",(k + m + n)mod 10 - is the transition function
from Ax I into O.

- is the initial state.

Consider first the three parameter situation 0 <a.,b, c< 1

where

P (M (k, (m. n)) '" 0 Ik + m + n <9) '" 1 - a '= .a

P (M (k, (m, n)) '" 1 Ik + m + n >9) = 1 - b '= b

i.e., if there is no "carry" the probability of a correct

response is I-a. If there is a carry the probabilityof

such a transition is l~ b

The third parameter is simply the output error c

P(Q(k, (m,n)) = (k+m+n)mod 10) = 1- c;: c

If C. and:L represent carries and digits in problem i

respectively, and if we ignore the probability of two errors

leading to a correct response, e.g., transition error followed

by an output error then

P (correct answer to problem i)
Di C. D.-C.-l

= (I-c) (l_b):L (I-a) :L :L

We can reduce this case to a two parameter situation, a and

b , by assuming c the output error to be fixed for all items.

Different statistics may be calculated for different

automata models, and provide an immediate analysis of digit

by digit response. An example of such statistics is the

5



likelihood of n digit responses derived by Suppes for the

automaton described above. Here, for illustration purposes,

the distribution of total error is derived:

Let IS denote the internal state;

correct response on digit
if

otherwise

i

f' a) 1 is. ones column digit

:a :f.P(x.=l) - b) not (a). IS = 0, i. e. , no carry
).

cb if c) not (a) , IS = I, i. e. , carry

na,~,nc -are the number of digits under (a), (b) and (c).

Then the probability of A, Band C correct responses

under (a), (b) and (c) respectively is given by

Suppes proved in general that given any (connected)

finite automaton, there is a stimulus response modei that

asymptotically becomes isomorphic to it.

6



1.2. IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEMATIC SITUATION

With the advance of computers, extensive work has been

undertaken in the field of programmed instruction. Much

effort has been invested to devise schemes of optimal

instruction with respect to suitable criteria (e.g., Smallwood,

1967), Most of these efforts have not yielded much in the

way of unequivocal results (Silberman, 1962), a situation

which is symptomatic of a deeper problem that exists not only

in the field of programmed instruction but in other areas

of educational research. What is needed is a theory which

prescribes how learning can be improved. A theory of this

type has come to be called a theory of instruction (e.g.,

Hilgard, 1964; Bruner, 1964), as compared with a theory of

learning.

Typical questions that a theory of instruction concerns

itself with are: how to advance a student through a block

of teaching material, when to stop presenting teaching items,

what items are to be presented within a given time. Ideally

this kind of question can be answered with mathematical

rigour in a decision analysis frame of reference. It should

be remembered, however, that the criterion for optimization

is alWays determined subjectively beforehand.

Ih many works (e.g., Groen and Atkinson, 1966) an

instructional system is defined as the structure

<C;R,H,d,u,g> whe:re

7



C - is the. set of concepts to be presented

R - is a set of all possible responses made by the student

H - is a set of histories of the student's performance

d: H...C· is a decision function

u: CXRXH...H is an updating function

g: is a fixed criterion for optimally given in advance

Historically, mathematical learning theory and optimi

zation attempts have tended to ignore the structure of the

stimulus set C Items of C have been assumed to be

independent and not to have a cumulative effect on the learning

and to be homogeneous and not of varying degree of difficulty.

Some recent attempts have been made to formally model certain

prototypal tasks which occur in elementary mathematics

(e.g., Suppes, et aI., 1968; Offir, 1968).

In considering the response set R, most studies use

only dichotomous variables 0,1 to indicate correct or incorrect

responses. Many studies proceed to estimate the model's

parameters and to test the model's adequacy by averaging

(dichotomous responses) over ensemble of subjects in order

to explain the learning or the performance that has taken

place. By using quantal responses, i.e., 0,1 variables, and

the like, one ignores the relationship between the structure

of the stimulus set C and the full response structure of

R. By so doing, it is impossible, for instance, to distin

guish between releVant and irrelevant responses. There is

no substantial reference to this issue in the literature.

S



A more serious inadequacy is t~e overlooking of indi

vidual response protocols and their sequential dependencies.

There are few attempts to tdckle this problem (see Sternberg,

1963 for references). In general, however, in most appli

cations of learning models it is assumed that the same

parameter values characterize all the subjects in the

experimental group. This is further confounded by the

assumption of equal initial probabilities for all subjects.

Sternberg says, "it must be kept in mind when this tacit

assumption of individual homogeneity is made in the appli

cation of model type, that what. is tested by comparisons

between data and model is the conjunction of the assumption

and the model type and not the model type alone."

Glaser (1967) and particularly Sternberg, point to some

implications resulting when the homogeneity assumption is

not met. Many of these implications relate to the inter

subject variance which seems to be smaller for the model than

for the data. Sternberg gives some references to a very few

studies trying to cope with this problem. Little work has

been done in which variation in the learning rate parameters

is allowed.

Now since the set of histories H depends on the

initial probability parameters, and since it is updated on

the basis of C and R,:a: lacks a complete description

due to the short-comings introduced in considering C and

R .

9



The present study is motivated by this absence of

adequate formalization of individual and item differences.

Heterogeneity of individuals and items (compcunded) will be

introduced in the hope of achieving better estimation and

testing of the models, and eventually better instructional

procedures that may be differentially sensitive to deviations

from homogeneity.

It should be clear from the preceding paragraphs that

many applications could and should depend on individual and

item differences. One example (Matheson, 1964) pcints out,

in a one-parameter situation, how a teaching system based

on this kind of consideration improves its teaching perfor

mance as successive students are taught by it.

The most recent example of allowing the parameters of

the model to vary with students and items in order to

develop an optimal teaching procedure is described by Laubsch

(1969). Laubsch partitioned the learning rate parameters of

the RT! learning model (a more general model than the LMand

the OEM) into sUbject and item components where the effects of

the components on the composite parameter were almost additive

(cf., fixed-effects ANOVA). Since the RTI has two parameters

(compcsite), for m items and s subjects, 2(m+s) parameter

estimates were needed to specify the learning parameters for

ms subject~items. Under the numerical maximum likelihood

procedure Laubsch suggested, the approach becomes unrealistic

for most practical situations-- even on the fastest computer.

10



Nevertheless, his results indicate the importance of

incorporating heterogeneity assumptions into the learning

models in optimal teaching situations.

, ,
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CHAPTER II

EFFECTS ON LEARNING PROPERTIES OF HAVING

CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS OVER THE LEARNING RATES

11.1 INTRODUCTION

The OEM with parameters c and g was introduced

in Chapter 1. The LM with parameters a and q also was

presented. In this chapter we consider the effect on learning

properties. e.g .• expected total errors E(T) or response

t
n-tuples probabilities [x .• x. 1" ..• x . I} when theJ J+ . n+J-

learning parameters are no longer exact numbers but rather

they have now become random variables.

The effect of such modification introduces hetero-

geneity of individuals and curriculum items into the models

expressed in terms of the distribution of the individuals

or items population. An individual or an item may then have

learning rate parameters which are random variables from

this distribution. Mathematically. the populatio~s learning

properties are no longer conditional on given c or g

(a or q) . Thus if E(tlg.c) denotes the condition."l

expectation then EB (E ('1' Ig • c) ) • with respect to the distri-

bution B of g and c • is the expectation of T with

the effects due to the parameter differences integrated in

1n the remainder of this introductory section (11.1).

we review the existing literature on stochastic models

with prior distribution ass~ption on the parameters (11.1.1)

and hence the reasons that compelled us to choose independent

tThe notation (x .• x.+l•••.• xn+ l _ l ) represents the joint proba-

bility distribufio~ of the random variables (Xj.Xj+l •...• xn_j+l)

12



bivariate beta density as a prior for the learning

parameters, (II. 1.1) .

In Section II . 2, we describe the effects on total

error statistics for the OEM. and the LM of having an independent

bivariate beta distribution over the learning rates.

The effects on Response 4-Tuple probabilities under

this prior. is examined in Section II. 3. In Section II. 3.1

we derive·the probabilities of response sequences over trials

2 to 5 for the OEM and the LM and propose the minimum X2

procedure for estimating the four prior parameters using

16 response probabilities. The experimental data and the

results are tabulated in 11.3.2.

Finally the discussion and conclusions are presented

in Section 11.4.

11.1.1 General Remarks

Very little work has been done in which variation

in the learning rate parameters is allowed. Oneexample

appears in Bush and Mosteller's (1959) analysis of the

Solomon-Wynne data: the LM was used with a beta distribution

of a values. In certain respects this generalization

improved the agreement between the model and the data.

Another example is Gregg and Simon's (1967) analysis

of the Bower~Trabasso data: the Concept Identification

model was used with a uniform prior distribution of c values

Their

13



conclusion was that for large individual differences

expressed by the range size [c
l
,c

2 J the increase in the

variance of total humber of errors is barely detectable.

They go on further to say: "By similar arguments we can

show that almost all the 'fine grain' statistics reflect

mainly a random component •.. Hence the statistics are insen-

sitive to individual differences, or, for that matter, to

any other psychological aspects of the subjects' behavior

that might be expected to effect the statistics."

Birnbaum (1969) modified his previous work on a Logistic

Model for Mental Test (1968) by further assuming a logistic

prior distribution on the ability parameter e. Thus if

~ =<x
l
,x

2
'" .xm> denotes the examinee's response pattern

where ~ = 1 or 0 indicating respectively , correct Or

incorrect response to item k, the probability of a correct

response on item k is 'I' (Dak (8 - ~)) , for an examinee

with ability level e ; where 'I' (De) = [1 + e - De J- l b
k

is a parameter indicating a difficulty-level of test item k,

~ is a parameter indicating the item's sensitivity or power

of discrimination among ability levels not far from ~ and D

is a constant. The general Logistic Model is represented by

-00<8<00 .

(1.1)

Under a logistic prior assumption on e , (1.1) is interpreted

as the conditional probability of the response pattern x,

14



given that an examinee, randomly selected from a population

with abilities distributed as indicated, has ability e

The unconditional probability of resj50rtse pattern x

is
00

(x=~) = DJ [x=~le)1J!(De)de
-00

(1.2)

The conditional density function of e , given X = ~ ,

f(el~) is easily calculated and corresponding statistical

inference methods are developed (Birnbaum, 1969).

Finally, Silver (1963) considered general Markov

Chains (MC) situations with observable states where the

transition probabilities are r.v.'s themselves and are

Dirichlet distributed (111.2.2). Thus, for example, in agen-

eral 3-state MC

Dirichlet prior

be written as

with transition probabilities (p .. ) the
J.)

on the i th state transition probabilities can

where

and

fer. )f(s.) f(t.)
J. J. J.B (r . , s . , t.) = '--::f"'(,.....--~..,.e-..,),....='-

J. J. J. r.+s.+t.
J. J. J.

3
.Lx .. =1
)=1 J.)

O<x •. <l.
J.)

(1.3)

Silver considered under this setup the effect of the Dirichlet

prior on Mc properties such as steady state probabilities,

first passage times and occupancy times. For example,

15



consider the two-state situation where one probability is

known exactly while the other is beta distributed, the beta

density is the marginal of the Dirichlet distribution. We

are interested in the expected values of the steady state

probability for the Me with the following structure

1 I-a a

p =

2 b l-b

where a is assumed exactly known but b has the beta

density ~(x) =f
13

(xlm,n). For a given pair (a,b) the

(1.4)

steady state probability of being in state 2 is

however, since b is beta distributed, then

a
7f =--

2 a+b

1

.-=B:-:('=;~,-n') Ja :x
o

(1.5 )

Only in special cases can E(rr
2

) be exactly evaluated.

11.1.2 The Evolution of the Method

All of the studies mentioned in 11.1.1, except for

silver's, considered only univariate situations where only

one parameter was allowed to vary. Gregg and Simon'S approach

is a special case of the Bush and Mosteller one in the sense

that the uniform density is a special case of the univariate

Beta density fc(xjm,n) with m=n=l The general

statements made therefore by Gregg and Simon on the basis

of a uniform prior are unwarranted. Were they to choose a

"richer" prior density and a different range of c values

16



the results would have probably been markedly different.

We shall later demonstrate a similar situation to the one

discussed in their study where the prior does change the

variance considerably.

Birnbaum's method is unsuitable in our context for

several reasons. It lacks the classical psychological

description of the learning process. His prior on ability

is distributed on the whole real line whereas our parameters

are distributed on the unit square. Finally it is computa~

tionally quite difficult.

In contrast, Silver's approach possesses a multivariate

prior distribution but it is restricted to MC situations

with observable states only. The LM is not a Markov Chain

and Silver's estimation procedures for the prior parameters

are inapplicable for the case of non-observable transition

probabilities as is the case with the OEM.

our research goals included finding a general family of

bivariate distributions rich enough in parameters. Such

a family had to assume a variety of shapes and provide us

with posterior distribution of c and g and also a

measure of association between c and g.

our first inclination was to consider transformations

from existing distributions on R2 to the unit square.

Thus if

BVN(X,Y)

X and Yare r.v.'s from a Bivariate Normal
eX

with five parameters we may let c =- and
l+ex

17



eY
g=--, Le., c=f(x) and g=.f(y) . For any statistics
. ·l+eY

s=s(g,c) of the OEM or the 1M, the integral

00 00

J! rSlf(X)f(y)}f (x,y)dxdy
BVN

-00 -00

could not be evaluated in a closed form and a fortiori esti-

mationprocedures for the prior parameters would be impossible.

If X and Yare Bivariate Logistic the same problem

exists but now c and g are c.d.f.'s and as such are

uniformly distributed.

If c and g are Dirichlet distributed then they are

defined only on the simplex c + g <1 and we have inadequate

domain for both parameters. Finally, since the OEM can be

represented as a three-state Absorbing Markov Chain

L S E

L 1 0 0 c = 1- c

S c cg cg where (1. 6)

E c cg cg f = 1- g

we may suppose that c,

distributed

(cg) .and (C.9.) are Dirichlet

f - --
c,cg,cg

3
.E Xi = 1
J=l

(1. 7)

But under this assumption it becomes immediately clear that

c and g are independently distributed with beta densities

£c(~lr;s+t) and fg(Xls,t) respectively.

18



To establish this, make the transformation x = xl'
D(xl x 2 )

Y = X2 /(1-Xl )· The Jacobian is - 1/(1 x)D(X,y) - - 1 •

considerable effort was made by the present author and

others to find a more adequate prior bivariate distribution

with sufficient number of parameters. Unfortunately all

efforts were unsuccessful. Moreover, even for the simple

case of 2-state MC with one parameter, beta distributed, the

integral 1.5 is not evaluated in a closed form.

19



11.2 EFFECTS ON TOTAL ERROR STATISTICS HAVING INDEPENDENT

BETA DISTRIBUTIONS OVER THE LEARNING RATES

For the reasons enumerated in the preceding.section

we will consider for the remainder of this chapter only the

case where c and g are independent r.v.'s from beta

densities fc(x/m,n) and fg(Y1r,s) .

Let T be the total humber· of'- errors, ih h learning trials,

where n --> '" • Atkinson, et al. (1965, ch. 3), derived the fol-

lowing total error properties for given c and g.

Distribution [T=olg,c}

[T=klg,c}

Mean E(Tlg,c)

variance V(Tlg,c)

. -1
b = [1- (l-c)g]

OEM

bg

(l-b)~(l-c)-l

(I-g) Ie

E (T Ig,c) [E (T Ig,c) (1-2c)+1]

LM

qll-a (2.1)

q2
E (T)- --2

I-a

*E (T) =

We now calculate the unconditional properties for the OEM:

E[3 «E (T Ig , c ))

= E[3 (~»)

=DJ
o

where
D = [B(m,n)B(r,s)]-l

20



It is readily fpund that

*E (T) = B (r , s+1) B (m-I, n)
B(r,s) B(m,n) =(~) .(m+n~1).r+s m-l. (2.3)

To calculate the variance,

we need to derive Efl (E (T21g, c) )

(2.4 )

2gCl-g)
c

= D[2B(r,s+2)B(m-2,n)

+ B (m-l,n)[2B (r+l,s+l)- B(r,s+l)]]

(2.5)

where D is as above.

The unconditional mean for the LM is the same as the

OEM mean. Unfortunately the unconditional variance .for the

2
LM cannot be evaluated in a closed form because of the (l-a)

term in the conditional variance.

For Atkinson and Crothers' data (1964) and our estimates

of the prior parameters, to be described in the next section,

we calculated the expected value of the total number of

errors, * .'E (T) , for exper1ments Ia and Ib and the variance

*of the total number of errors, V (T) , for experiments

la, Ib, VC,and Ve using Eqs. 2.3 and 2 •.4.

21



Table 2.7 presents our prior estimates for all four

experiments for the unconditional OEM (OEM*) and the "c"

estimates derived by Atkinson and Crothers for the conditional

model (OEM).

In Table 2.8 we report the E*(T) values for OEM*

calculated by using Eq. 2.3. Also listed are E(T) values

for OEM calculated by using the equation E (T) =l~q for

g =.1 and "c" values as reported in Table 2.7. Atkinson's
3

predictions using the LS-3 Model'are presented in the right-

hand column. These predictions may be compared with the

observed values listed in the, left-hand column. Our estimate

for Ib is closer to the observed value than is the LS-3's

prediction; for Ia our prediction falls farther afield. The

conditional estimates, E(T) , deviate the most from the

observed values. The expected value of the total number of

errors for the LM* is calculated from Eq. 2.3 as is the

value for OEM*, but generally for different estimates of the

prior parameters'. Using these estimates" the LM* gave the

poorest predictions of the expected value: 2.015 for

experimentla and 1.0433 for experiment lb. These predictions

were not included therefore in Table 2.8.

The variances for experiments la, Ib, Vc, and Ve were

calculated by using Eq.2.4 and are presented in Table 2.9;

the conditional variances are calculated from the equation

V(T) = E(T)[E(T) (l-2c) + IJ .

Table 2.9 demonstrates that the variance of total errors

is very sensitive indeed to individual differences. For

22



TABLE 2.7

EXPERIMENT PARAMETER
r s m n c

Ia 53.938 53.595 15.444 27.094 .328

Ib 54.128 63.123 34.124 76.625 .328

Vc 3.0 3.0 2.0 12.250 .172

Ve 10.5 10.5 3.0 8.0 .289

Parameter Estimates for OEM* and OEM.

TABLE 2.8

EXPERIMENT

Ia

Ib

obs Pred(OEM)

1. 52 1;74

1.65 2.03

Pred(OEM*)

1.44

1.78

Pred (LS-3)

1.54

1. 79

Observed and Predicted Expectations for Experiments Ia and Ib

TABLE 2.9

EXPERIMENT VARIANCE
V(T) v* (T)

La 2.45 2.22

Ib 3.45 3.22

Vc 16.83 47.91

Ve 5.44 17.16

Predicted .Condi tiona1 andUnconditiona1 VarianCf3s
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small differences it can usually b~ expected that the uncon

ditional variance V*(T) will be slightly larger than V(T)

Experiments Ia and Ib were run with college students and

almost no errors were committed after the second trial as

can be seen from Table 3.5. In these two experiments the

V*(T) variances are actually slightly below the conditional

ones .t

On the other hand, experiments Vc and Ve were run with

four and five year old children and there was a large

difference in their performance. This difference is expressed

overwhelmingly in the magnitude of the difference between

the variances, i.e., V*(T»>V(T) It is clear therefore

that the model is sensitive enough to detect individual

differences if there are any. The reason that Gregg and

Simon detect only a slight difference may be attributed to

their choice of a uniform prior with a restricted range which

may not describe the differences in their data.

As indicated above in the case of integral (1.5), it is

not clear how to evaluate the unconditional quantity in a

closed form under a beta prior assumption when the quantity

of interest is a function of the steady state probabilities.

The conditional distributions of the total errors and of

the trial of last error depend on the probability of entering

t For similar results for the Solomon-Wynne data see Bush

and Mosteller (Ibid).
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the learned state. As such. these conditional distributions

possess a denominator which is a function of (1- (l-c)g) .

Thus the distribution of total errors is

P(T=klg,c) = «1- g) (1- c»kc(l- g(l- c))-k-l(l_ c)-l

(2.9)

and the distribution of the. trial of last error. is

P(L=klg,c)
k-1 . -1

= (I-c) (l-g)c(l-'"g(l-c»·

(2.10)

The magnitude of the above problem is described in the

following special case where it ispossi?le.toget a closed

form result.

Theorem. If c and g are independently beta variables

with parameters (m,n) and (r,s) respectively and

s + r = 1, then the unconditional distribution

P(T=k) = (B(m,n)B(r,s»-lB(k+s,r)B(lll+S,h+k'-l),

(2.11)

where k is a positive real number.

Proof of the Theorem.

Given

(T=k/g,c}t= [(l-g)(l'-c}]kC(l_ cy-l(l_gc)-k-l

f The notation (xle}
of a random variable

represents the probability distri1:n~tic>n

X given the state of information e .



f (x)
c

-1 m-l n-l
~ [B(m,n)j x·· (1- x)

-1 r-l s-l
~ [E(r,s)] y (l-y)

m;n >0

r. s >0

then

where

1 1

{T~k} ~I I{T~k'X,Y}f (x)f (y)ddc g x Y

[T=k' =Di:'+:-'{'_X)k+n-,-,~ l"'('c y)k+H

[(1- x"- y)]-k-1d~ '2.l2)

-1D ~ [B (m,n)B (r,s)] and 0< [l-x(l-y)] < 1

Consider the first integration with respect to y:

1
I

g
~ f yr-l (1- y)k+s-1Il _ x (1- y)] -k-ldy

o
(2.13 )

I g is known as the Euler-Integral and is defined in terms

of the Hypergeometric Function F (a,h; c; z) [see Erde'lyi,

1953, Vol. 1].

1

F(a,h;c;z) ~ r(i)f~~C-h)Jtb-l(l_ t)c-b-l(l_ tz)-a

o
(Rc >Rb >0) (2.14)

F(a,b;c;z) itself is defined in terms of infinite series.

Here it suffices to note the following recursive relation

(Ibid) :
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F(a,b;c;z)

From (2.14 J.

c-a-b= (1- z) F(c-a,c-b;c;z). (2.15 )

I = r (r)r (k+s)
g r(k+s+r) F(k+1,r;k+s+r; (1- x)) .

In our case s + r = 1 and us ing (2.15) we now have

I = r(r)r(k+s) [1- (1- x)]s-lF (O,k+S;k+1;(l- x)). (2.16)
g r (k+1)

Again from (2.14),

1

I
g

= xs- 1 I ,)<+S-l(l_ y)r-1dy

o

s-l
I g = XB(k+s,r)

Now substituting I g in (2.12)

1

(T=k} = DB(k+s,r)! xm+s - 1 (l_ x)n+k-1-1dx ,

o .
from which

(T=k} = DB(k+s,r)B(m+s,n+k-1) ,

and this is the desired equation (2.11).

(2.17 )

A closed form integration is possible for a similar

restriction on m, n , i. e. , m+n = 1

The posterior probabilities of 9=(c,g) given T=k

can now be derived using Bayes' theorem

27
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From our estimation results for the four prior para-

meters m, n, rand s calculated for the Atkinson and

Crothers data to be described in the next section, it

became clear that a restriction r + s = I or m + n = I does

not in fact hold for the data. The reason for this is

obvious from the expressions for the prior variances of

c or g; under such restriction these variances must be

quite large. Our results show that these variances are very

small indeed, which is typical for Paired-Associate Learning

data.

In order to demonstrate the effect of any statistics

introduced by the prior assumption we would need an estimate

of the four prior parameters m, n , rand s. The mean

* *E (T) and the variance V (T) are clearly not enough to

estimate these four parameters. On the other hand, moments

for the other statistics, under an independent bivariate

beta prior, could not be derived. We could, however, esti-

mate the parameters by considering Response n-Tuple proba-

bilities and that we do in the following section.
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11.3 EFFECTS ON RESPONSE 4-TUPLE OF HAVING INDEPENDENT

BETA DISTRIBUTIONS OVER THE LEARNING RATES

11.3.1 Probabilities of Response Sequences Over Trials

2 tCl 5

Response 4-tuple is the sequence

(3.1 )

where i = r,· 2, ... , 16 and j i = 0 or 1 denoting a cor

rect or an incorrect response on trial i, respectively.

Here we use only the response 4- tuple· and only. over trials

2 to 5; these quantities are particularly useful. in making

comparisons among the two models -OEM and the LM - with or

without the prior assumption. They are also useful in com-

paring the unconditional models, i.e .• with priors, with

more elaborate conditional models, i.e., withClutpriors.

In our case n =' 2 in Eq. (3.1).

We now present the arrays of prediction probabilities

over trials 2 to 5. We do not present here the derivations

for Pr (0 '2) since they are straightforward and involve
. J. ,

only elementary probabilitytheory. (Reade:rs hot familiar.

with the methods involved in such derivations can consult

Atkinson, et al., 1965.) Notation-wise we present the

probability of the 16 sequences as {j2,j3,j4,j5} where

j. = 0 or 1 indicating correct or incorrect response on
J.
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trial i Thus (l,a,a,l} is the probability of errors on

trials 2 and 5 and correct responses on trials 3 and 4. To

derive our equations in the form of Tables 3.1 to 3.4 we use

some elementary probability identities, for example,

(l,l,l,a} = (l,l,l} - (l,l,l,l} or (I,l,a,a} = (l,l} - (l,l,a,l)

(l,l,l,a} - (l,l,l,l} . When this procedure is used starting

with the sequence 0 16 = <1,1,1,1> of four errors only one

new term involving c and g is introduced in each subse-

quent equation. For example: 3 3
015 = (I-c) (I-g) - (016} as

seen from the first identity above. The derivations of

response 4-tuple for the LM are just as simple.

The next step is to find the unconditional probabilities

for the two models. The derivation here is straightforward.

Let
. -1

D = [B (r,s)B (m,n)] For the OEM probabilities we

integrate the conditional probabilities listed in Table 3.1.

For example

1 1

D f f
a a·

4 4 m-l n-l r-ls-l(I-x) (l-y) x (I-x) Y (l-y) dxdy

and we get

(016} = DB(m,n+4)B(r,s+4)

The next sequence is 015 for which

1 1

(DIS} = DJJ (1_X)3(l_y)3~l(l_X)n-lyr-l(l_y)s-ldXdY_ (016)
a a

and the result

(DIS) = DB(m,n+3)B(r,s+3) - (016)
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and so on. The complete array for the OEM is given in

Table 3.3.

The derivations for the unconditional probabilities of

the LM are the same, using Table 3 .2. Here for later

comparison purposes we let a = 1 - c and q = 1- g

In order to make prediction s from Tables 3.3 and 3.4

estimates of the prior parameters are needed. Toward this

end we minimize the )(2 associated with the 0.
1

events

Let (Oi;m,n,r,s} denote the probability of the event 0.
1

where m, n , rand s have been listed to make explicit the

fact that the expression.is a function of the four prior

parameters. Further, let N(Oi) denote the observed

frequency of outcome °i over trials 2 to 5. Finally, let

T = N (°1 ) + N (° 2 ) + ... + N (°16 ) . Then .we define the function

22 16 [T(Oi;m,n,r,s} - N(Oi) ]
)( (m,n,r,s)= .E. . (3.2)

1=1 T[oi;m,n,r,s}

and select our estimates of r, s, m, and n so they jointly

minimize the function (3.2). It is difficult to carry

out this minimization analytically and consequently we

programmed a high-speed computer to carry out a numeri-

cal search over all possible parameters until a minimum

is obtained that is accurate up to one decimal place. If

we assume that all stimulus items are independent and identical,

then under the null hypothesis it can be shown that this

minimum )(2 has the usual limiting distribution with
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TABLE 3.1

[°16 ) (1,1,1,1)~
4 4

~ (l-c) (I-g)

[°15 ) [1,1,'1,0)
3 3

[°16 )~ ~ (l-c) (I-g) -

[(
14

) ~ [1,1,0,1 )
4 3

~ (l-c) (l-g) g
.

[°
13

) ~ [0,1,0,0)
2 2

[0 )- [°15 [°16 )~ (l-c) (l-g) - -14

[°12 ) ~ [1,0,1,1)
4 3

~ (I-c) (I-g) g
.

3 2
[OU) ~ [1,0,1,0) ~ (I-c) (l-g) g - [°12 )

[°10) [1,0,0,1)
422

~ ~ (l-c) (I-g) g
16

[Og) ~ [1,0,0,0) ~ (l-c) (l-g) - E (0.)
i~10 1

[°8 ) ~ [0,1,1,1) ~ [°14 )

[°7 ) ~ (0,1,1,0) ~ (OU)

[°6) ~ (0,1,0,1) ~ (°10)

[°5) [0,1,0,0)
2

- (0 ) - (0 ) - [°8 )~ ~ (I-c) (l-g) g
. 6 7

(°4 ) ~ (0,0,1,1) ~ [°10 )

(°3 ) [0,0,1,0)
3 2

[°4 )~ ~ (I-c) (I-g) g -
(°2 ) (0,0,0,1 )

4 3
~ ~ (l-c) (I-g) g

16

(°1 ) ~ [0,0,0,0) ~ 1 - L: [0 i)
.

i~2

OEM Probabilities of Response Sequences
Over Trials 2 to 5 given g and c .
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TABLE 3.2

(0 ) =
16

(015) =

(014) =

(013) =

(°12 ) =

(Oll) =

(OlO) =

10 4
(1,1,1,1) = 0: q

6 3
(l,l,l,O) = 0: q -

7 3
(l,l,O,l) = 0: q -

3 2
(l,l,O,O) = o:q -

S 3
(l,O,l,l) = 0: q -

4 2
(1,0,1,0) = 0: q -

5 2
(l,O,O,l) = 0: q -

(°16 )

(°16 )

(0 )-
14

(°16 )

(°12 ) 

(°12 ) -

(°15 ) - (016)

(°14 ) - (°16)

(09) = (l,O,O,O) = 0: q
16

- L: (0.)
i=10 1

(OS)
9 3

(°16 )= (O,l,l,l) = 0: q -
(°7 )

. 5 2
(OS) [°15 ) (°16 )= (0,1,1,0) = 0: q - - -

[06}
6 2

(OS) (014) - ('°16 )= (O,l,O,l) = 0: q - -

(°5 )
2

(0 ) (°7 ) (0 ) -(0 )- (°14 ) - (015) - (016)= (O,l,O,O) = 0: q - - -6 S 13

(°4 )
7 2

(OS) (012) - (°16 )= (0,0,1,1) = 0: q - -

(°3 )
3

(°4 ) (07) (OS) (°11 ) (°12 )- (°15 ) - (°16 )= (0,0,1,0) = 0: q - - - - -

(02)
4

(°4 ) (°6) (OS ). (°10 ) - (O )- [°14 )- (°16 )= (0,0,0,1) =0: q - - - - 12

16

(°1 ) = (0,0,0,0) = 1 - L: (0. )
i=2 1

LMProbabilities of Response Sequences
Over Trials 2 to 5 Given a: and' q.
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TABLE 3.3

(°16) ; (1,1,1,1) ; D[B(r,s+4)B(m,n+4)]

(°15 ) ; (1,1,1,0) ; D[B(r,s+3)B(m,n+3)] - (°16 )

(°14 ) ; (1,1,0,1 ) ; D[B(r+l,s+3)B(m,n+4)]

(°13 ) ; (1,1,0,0) ; D[B(r,s+2)B(m,n+2)] - (°14 ) - (°15 ) - (°16 )

(°12 ) ; (1,0,1,1 ) ; D[B(r+l,s+3)B(m,n+4)] ; (°14 )

(OU) ; (1,0,1,0) ; D[B(r+l,s+2)B(m,n+3)] - (°12 )

(°10 ) ; (1,0,0,1) ; D[B(r+2,s+2)B(m,n+4)]
16

(°9 ) ; (1,0,0,0) ; D[B(r,s+l)B(m,n+l)] - L (0)
i;10 1

(OS) ; (0,1,1,1) = (°14 )

(07 ) = (O,l,l,O) = (OU)

(°6 ) ; (0,1,0,1) = (°10 )

(05 ) = (0,1,0,0) = D[B(r+l,s+1)B(m,n+2)] - (°6 ) - (0 ) - (OS) .7

(04 ) = (0,0,1,1) ; (°10 )

(03 ) = (0,0,1,0) ; D[B(r+2,s+1)B(m,n+3)] - (04 )

(02 ) ; (O,O,O,l) ; D[B(r+3,s+1)B(m,n+4)]

16

(Ol ) = (0, 0, 0, 0) = 1 - L (O.)
i=2 ~

OEM Probabilities of Response Sequences
Over Trials 2 to 5 in Terms of the Prior Parameters (r,s) and (m,n)
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(°1 ) = 1 -

TABLE 3.4

(016) = (l,l,l,l) = D[B(r,s+4)B(m,u+lO)]

(015) = (1,1,1,0) = D[B(r,s+3)B(m,u+6) ]-(016)

(014) = (l,l,O,l) = D[B(r,s+3)B(m,u+7)]-(016}

(013) = (l,l,O,O) = D[B(r,s+2)B(m,n+3)}-(014}-(015}-(016}

(012) = (l,O,l,l) = D[B(r,s+3)B(m,n+S)]-(016}

(OIl) = (1,0,1,0) = D[B(r,s+2)B(m,u+4)]-(012}-(015}-(016}

(OlD) = (l,O,O,l) = D[B(r,S+2)B(m,n+5)]-(012}-(014}-(016}

16
= (1,0,0,0) = D[B(r,s+l)B(m,u+l)]- I (o.)

i=lO 1

(Os) = (O,l,l,l) = D[B(r,s+3)B(m,u+9)]-(016}

(07) = (O,l,l,O) = D[B(r,s+2)B(m,u+5)]-(OS} -(015}-{016)

(06) = (0,1,0,1) = D[B(r,s+2)B(m,n+6)]-(OS} -(014}-(016)

(05) = (0,1,0,0) = D[B(r,s+1)B(m,u+2)]-(06} -(07) -(08)-(013)-(014)-(015)-{016)

(04) = (0,0,1,0) =D[B(r,s+2)B(m,u+7)]-(OS) -(012)-(016) .

. (03) = (0,0,1,0) = D[B(r,s+1)B(m,u+3) ]-(04) -(07) -(OS}-(Oll )-(012)-(015)-(01S)

(02) = (0,0,0,1) = D[B(r,s+1)B(m,u+4)]-(04) -(06) -(OS)-(010)-(012}-(014)-(016)

16
L: (0. )
i=2 1

.

LM Probabilities of Respouse Sequences
Over Trials 2 to 5 iu Terms of the Prior Parameters (r,s) aud (m,n)
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16- 4 - 1 = 11 degrees of freedom. In addition to having

desirable estimation propertiest the minimum X2 also provides

a measure of adequacy of any single model and a method for

comparing the fit of several models, if the degrees of freedom

are equal. If several models are being analyzed, each

involving a different number of free parameters then the

probability levels of the X2 may be compared. The degrees

of freedom associated with a model that requires k parameters

to be estimated from the data are df = 16 - k - 1. The one

is subtracted because of the restriction that the 16 proba

bilities sum to 1. There are other numerical estimation

procedures available, e.g., numerical maximum likelihood or

least-squares procedures, but since the data described in

this chapter was analyzed originally by means of minimum X2

procedures, we prefer this method in order to facilitate

later comparisons between the original analysis and ours.

II.3.2 DataAnalysis

A summary and analysis of the data using seven

different conditional models is presented by Atkinson and

Crothers (1964). For the convenience of the reader we

restate the main features of the experimental procedure

and data.

t see Crame~ (1951, pp. 424-441) for example.
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"The data was collected from eight paired-associate

learning experiments that all utilize the same general

experimental procedure. At the start of the experiment the

subject is tdldthe responses available to him; each

alternative occurs equally often as the to-b~learned response.

A response is obtained from the subject on each presentation

of an item and he is informed of the correct answer following

his response.

TABLE 3.5

ATKINSON AND CROTHERS
FEATURES OF THE EXPERI:\1E:-i'TAL PROCEDl-RE

Number of Number of ::-';umbcr of

Experiment stimuli re'iponS,es subjects Pr (c,)

~---
"" .._-- - ---~ ._--_.,--~--_.

... -.-~---- .. ~._._----

la 9 3 26 .95

Ib 18 3 16 .91

II 12 3 65 .83

III 12 4 40 .75

IV 16 4 20 .84

Va 12 4 40 .60

Vc 12 4 40 .71
Ve 12 4 40 .85

"Relevant details of each experiment are given in

Table 3.5. Experiments Iaand Ib were run with college

students. For both experiments the stimuli were Greek

letters and the responses were the low association trigrams

RIX, FUE, and GED; the experiments differed in that one used

a 9 item stimulus list and the other 18 item list. Experiment

II was also run with college students using 12 Greek letters
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as. stimuli and the numbers 3,4, 5 and 6 as the responses.

Experiment III was run with 3rd and 4th grade students using

12 Greek letters as stimuli and the numbers 2, 3, 4 and 5. as

the responses~ Experiment IV was run with college students

using double digit numbers as s.timuli and the letters A, B,

C and D as responses. For Experiment I~IV the experimental

procedure (method of stimulus display, presentation rate, etc.)

was the same as described by Bower (1961). In Experiment V,

a group of four and five. year old children learned a list of

paired-associates each day for five consecutive days. The

lists were composed of double digit numbers as stimuli

and letters as reponses but the stimuli and responses were

different for each list. To simplify the discussion, only

results for days I, 3, and 5 are presented (labeled Experi

ments Va, Vc, and Ve respectively); however these data

are representative of the results for the full experiment."

Atkinson and Crothers carried the original analysis of

these eight experiments for seven different conditional

models, i.e., models for which the learning parameters are

fixed constants for the population of subject-items. The

reason for considering response sequences over trials 2 to

5 only is provided by the fact that a major portion of the

learning occurred during the first five trials. This fact

is indicated in the last column of Table 3.5 where pr(x
5

=0)

is presented; in five of the eight experiments the sUbjects

have reached a cOrrect response level of 0.83 or better on

trial 5. 38



For the convenience of the reader Tables 3.6. 3.7. 3.8,

and 3.9 are reproduced directly from Atkinson ar.e Crothers'

study.

The X 2 minimization procedure descr ibed in Eq. (3.2)

was applied to the data of observed frequencies presented

in Table 3.6.

Table 3.7 presents the parameter estimates associated

with the minimum '2
X values for the conditional models.

Table 3.7* presents on the other hand the estimates of the

four prior parameters r. s , m, and n that minimize the x2

function for the unconditional models OEM* and IM*. This table

summarizes some of the data presanted'in the appendix to

this chapter which describes two or usually three sets 'of

the best estimates for both models ,and for all eight experi

ments. The estimates were calculated by the computer mini

mization program mentioned before. t

Table 3.7** summarizes the estimated values ,of the

prior means and variances of the beta densities of g and

c. The prior means and variances are calculated by substi

*tuting the estimates of Table 3.7 in the following equations

for the mean and variance of the Beta density:

The (prior) mean of g is given by ..L
r+.s (3.10 )

The (prior) variance of g is given by

t see appendix to this chapter.
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ATKINSON AND CROTHERS

TABLE3.6'

OBSER\'ED FRr:QrF.~CIES FOR TIm 0Li E·.}'..... TS

Expcrimeilt
----~----'- .. ----------- . ~-,~-----------

I. Ib II III IV Va Vc Vc

......_-~_.. _.~ -----'_.- - ..' .._---_._._._.-

N(O,.,) 123 125 303 160 117 82 J44 216

N(O,.,) 3 3 14 13 3 II 18 4

N(O•.,) 6 10 19 16 10 14 23 17

N(O•. ,) 1 4 12 II I 13 9 6

N(O•. ,) 16 21 54 24 15 22 28 34

N(O..,) 3 0 17 6 ~ 21 14 16

N(O,.,) 5 6 32 18 9 20 12 12

N(O•. ,) 2 3 18 7. 6 31 13 12

N(O•.,) 43 55 125 57 '54 58 62 66

N(O".,) I 5 15 9 7 13 14 4

N(O... ,) 7. 10 25 27 9 34 25 17

N(O".,) 2 2 17 14 10 18 14 7

N(OI3.2) 15 30 61 ~3 34 34 28 29

N(OU.2) 0 I 19 . 25 8 21 20 8

MO".. ,) 6 6 30 24 22 26 21 19

·N(OI6.2) I 7 19 36 12 62 35 13

T 234 288 780 480 320 480 480 480

TABLE 3,7
PARAMETER ESTD1·\TES I'OR THE V.-\RlOl;S IVIollELs

Experiment
Model Parameter -_._--_._---_ ..._--

In Ib II III IV' Va Vc Vc
_._--------~

..-. __._-'-._--

One-element c .383 .328 .273 .203 .281 .125 .172 .289

Line~lr 8 .414 .328 .289 .258 .297 . .164 .250 .336

Two-phase c .563 .484 .352 .359 .398 .227 .406 .422
8 .. 664 .633 .695 .563 .648 .500 ..477 .656

RTI c .531 .461 .344 .328 .367 .219 .359 .438
8 .S20 .805 .867 .797 .859 .727 .71 I .789

LS-Z a .352 .305 .250 .188 .266 .109 .156 .258

f .719 ·.805 .805 .789 .836 .844 .727 .680

.367 .352 .250 .188 .289 .109 .156 .266
LS-3 J .648 .375 .805 .789 .789 .844 .727 .688

c .844 .500 1.000 1.000 .789 . 1.000 1.000 .992

g' .883 .852 .922 .891 .922 .797 .859 .844
Two·element b .391 .398 .227 .078 .195 .J33 .016 ..227

a .539 A/i .344 .320 .359 .219 .352 .477
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TABLF 3.7*

Exp'!rimf'nt

model rarm,~~~ .....;.. ~_

, b " ,,, II! Va Vc lie

OEM" r 55.00 5~.13 110.75 2.69 J2.69 6.500 3.00 JO.50

5 53.52 63.12 54.0 11 3.no 20.75 10.500 3.00 10.50 .
,

'7.4'.00-m 15.59 311.12 14.00 3.31 2,;-:5 00, , 2.00 3.00

n 27.12 76.62 41.. 99 15.75 67.60 21.500 12.25 8.00

LM" r 13.59 2.a9 1. 82 1.13 1. 75 2.22 1,00 1. 48

5 31.48 1~.25 1. 79 1.14 51, 75 2.20 1. 75 1, 37

m .1. 93 3.00 2.l16 2.06 3.3J. 1..2 q 1, 00 2.42

n 1, 75 3.1l0 8.84 211.30 11.25 51. 29 2.75 7. 07

PARAMETER EST II~"TES FOR AL LEI GHT EXPER' MFNTS

+ For explanation see appendix
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model stat:.

TARLE 3.7**

Expprim"nt

la+ Ib " '"
IV Va Ve

OEM* E(,g) .502 .461 .463 .472 .379 .• 382 .500 .500
(.516)

E(c) .30 .308 .250 .165 .262 .104 .1 'fO .273
(.356)

100V(g) .230 .210 .244 3.730 .684 1. 310 3.57 1.130
(.206)

100V(c) .531 .190 .329 .654 .208 .~73 .791 1. 650
(.237)

LM* E(g) .301 .122 .503 .498 .032 .502 .363 .521

E(c) .523 .5.00 .218 .078 .438 .024 .267 .255

lOV(g) .046 .046 .542 • TGI, .0.05 .460 .617 .647

10V(c) .532 .357 .139 .026 .287 .004 .411 .181

ESTIMATES OF PRIOR MEANS AND VlARIANCES

+For explanation see appendix to this chapter.
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ATKINSON A:\D CROTHERS

TABLE 3.8
MrNIMUM x2 V.-\Ll·ES

One- Linear Two. Two-
Experiment element model phase RT! LS-2 LS-3 clement

-- --- ------ . _._---- ----_._,- .. ,.' -~-~~-_.- --- -----------------,._ .. , ----_._---
I. 30.30 50.92 17.51/1 9.74" 6.75/1 5.67" 9.30"
Ib 39.31 95.86 18.25" 13.09" 19.69' 12.42' 12.74'

" 62.13 251.30 54.78 29.11 3.73/1 3.73" 28.4.6
JJJ 150.66 296.30 95.44 51.12 33.02 '33.02 47.13
IV • 44.48 146.95 . 22.39' 10.66~ 12.32" 10.77" 10.32'.
Va 102.Q2 201.98 59.20 40.17 24.4i' 24.41' 39.47
Vc 246.96 236.15 99.97 46.43 27.12' 27.12 34.75
Ve 161.03 262.56 126.05 84.07 20.12' 20.12/1' 77.39

Total x2 836.89 1542.02 493.59 284.39 147.16 137.26 259.56

df 14 14 13 13 13 12 12

<l Not significant a~ .01 le,,"l'1.

TABLE 3·9
OBSERVED AND PREI>ICTEO RESI'OXSESEQl:ENCE PROl'ORTIO~SFOR EXI'ERL\fENT II

Observed One- .Lincllr Two- Long- Two-
Outcomes proportion c!cITI('nt model phase RTi short element

-- ----_.._-"_._--- --._-,--_._-~_._------- ---------_.,-_ ....._--~-

0, .389 .362 .220 .328 .354 .390 . .357
0, .018 .007 .045 .008 .017 .011 .018
0, .024 .015 .069 .022 .028 .029 .029 .
.04, .015 .014 .014 .010 .011 .020 .011
0, .069 .047 .112 .066 .063 .064 .062
0, .022 .014 .023 .012 .013 .020 .013
0, .041 .02~ .035 .028 .026 .034 .026
0, .023 .028 .007 .021 .020 .023 .020
0, .161 .178 .198 .210 .189 .164 .188

0" .019 .014 .041 .014 .018 .Q2e .018
Ou .032 .029 .062 .035 .034 .034 .034'

0" .022 .028 .013 .021 .020 .023 .020

0" .079 .093 .101 .102 .092 .074 .091

0" .024 .028 .021 .024 .024 .023 .024

0" .038 .059 .032 .055 .051 .039 .050

0" .024 .055 .007 .042 .040 .026 .039
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TABLE 3.8*

-----------.----------~---
EXPERIMEllT OEM* IM*

------- ------------
Ia 5. lOa a

(7.15)+
10.31

Ib 20.21
a

21.75
a

II 4.45
a

66.26

III
a

66.0022.96

IV 12.54
a

42.45

Va. 21.36
a

65. ffi

Vc
a ·6.8ft9.92

Ve 17.ro
a

47. re

Total

dt'

114.23

11

327.06

11

~~-,~-

a Not si/"nificant at .01 level

MINIMUM -X2. VALUES

+
For explanation see appendix to this chapter.
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TABLE 3.9*

----....,,-----
Outco.mes observed 0»1* LM*

01 .399 .391 .327

°2 .018 .018 .047

b .024 .029 .0633

°4 •015 .. 020 . ,018

O· .069 .OF3 .0085

°6 .022 .020 ,023

0
7

.041 .033 .031

08 .023 .023 .014

°9 ,161 .1101 .135

010 .019 .020 ,034

all . .032 .033 .045

°12 .022 .023 ,020

013 .079 .O~ ,065

°14 .024 .023 ,027

~5 .038 ,039 ,036

0:t6
,

.024 .028 .025

--------

OESERVED AND PRnJICTED RESPONSE SEQUEltE PROPORTIONS

EXPER IMENT II
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The mean and variance of the prior density of c are

calculated by replacing the values for r by the values

of m and the values of s by those of n .
Table 3.il* presents the minimum X

2 values for the

OEM* and the LM* ; i.e., the values obtained by using the

parameter estimates of Table 3.7* in Eq. (3.2). The X2

value needed for significance at the 0.01 level is 24.7 for

11 degrees of freedom. All of the X2 values for the OEM*

are not significant at this level. For the LM* the 2
i(

values for experiments la, Ib, and Vc are not significant.

Finally, Table 3.9* gives the observed and predicted

response sequence probabilities for experiment II and may

be compared to Atkinson and Crothers' Table 3.9 of the same

proportions calculated for the conditional models.

The LM* parameter estimates in Table 3.7* tend to be

much smaller when compared with the same estimates for the

OEM*. This fact is reflected more clearly in Table 3.7**

where the prior variances for both g and c assume

larger magnitude of order greater than 10 for the LM* than

for the OEM*.

When comparing Tables 3.7 and 3.7**, it becomes apparent

that the between-experiment vaiues for the prior mean of

c have the same relative magnitudes as the values estimated

for c in Table 3.7, with the exception of the LM* value for

experiment Ve. The monotonicity over the sets of experiment

V data, which is described by Atkinson and Crothers with



respect to Table 3.7 and is inferable from the nature of the

experiments, is maintained in Table 3.7**, again with the

exception noted above. It seems therefore that the para-

meter estimates remain relatively invariant under our prior

assumption.

We next observe in Table 3.7** that the variances of

c for the OEM* are larger for experiments III,. Va, Vc and

Ve as compared to the same variances for the other four

experiments. And indeed we would have expected them to

be larger because the experiments noted were run with young

children; the other four experiments were run with college

students whose conditioning variances are expected to be

smaller. In addition, it seems that the accuracy of the

predictions, especially when compared to the LS-3 model, is

inversely related to the magnitude of the estimated prior

mean of c.

~le LM*. procedure tends to ascribe higher values for

both the variances of c and g. The over-estimated

variances may be a consequence of the model inadequacy to

account for the data. Interestingly, the highest variances

in the LM* setup are for experiments la, Vc and Ibwhich

are,with the exception of vc, unlike the results for the

OEM* • The accuracy of the predictions for the LM*, as may

be noted from Table 3.8*, is much better for experiments

la, Ib and Vc. A regression analysis indicated that the

variance of c was the influential factor in the predictive

power of the model-- the X2 value being the dependent
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variable--contributing a mUltiple R2 of .95. By adding

the prior mean of c to the regression equation, the R2

value improved by 15 per cent. In general, the X2 values

were highly and negatively correlated with the variance of

c and the prior mean of c.

Tables 3.8* and 3,9* compared with 3.8 and 3.9 demon-

strate the following facts. The OEM* is a better model than

the LS-3 model. This conclusion is further supported by

the pseudo - F statistics (Holland, 1965)t. 'The F value

in this case is the ratio of total X2/88 of the OEM*

divided by the total X2/96 of the L8-3 model. The resulting

F value is .90787 which is less than 1.

The best improvements in prediction for both the OEM*

and the LM* appeared for experiments possessing high prior

variances of c, as was noted in the preceding paragraphs.

The most remarkable improvement was noted for experiment vc

where the X2 values dropped from 246.96 to 9.92 for the

OEM* and from 236.15 to 6.80 for the LM*. The LM* value has

kept its relative lower magnitUde with respect to the OEM*

as was the case with the conditional results.

On the whole, between models invariance does in fact

hold. In other words, the X
2 *values for the OEM and the

LM* do maintain relative magnitudes which correspond to the

conditional models relative magnitudes. Thus the X2 for

t The precise significant levels for the pseudo- F could not

be ascertained.
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all experiments with the exception of VC are smaller for

the OEM* compared with the LM* as well as the OEM values

compared with the LM values.
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II.4 .DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

II.4.l. General Remarks: Mathematical Methods for the

Analysis and Evaluation of Models.

Before we draw our final conclusions from the

results of the previous sections we present some of the

prevailing views on the mathematical methods used in the

analysis and the evaluation of stochastic learning models

(e.g., Sternberg, 1963). These remarks should put our

conclusions in a proper perspective on the one hand and imply

further areas of investigation on the other.

Many objections have been raised as to the statistical

soundness of the methods involved in the analysis and the

evaluation of stochastic learning models (Gregg and .Simon,

1967). Unlike classical statistical inference the evaluation

of stochastic learning models is not a simple acceptance-

rejection problem. Neither do we satisfy the formal data

requirements needed by formal statistical decision making.

So, if we accept the unavailability or even the undesirability

of a formal evaluation procedure, we still need some tools

for informal evaluation or "plausible inference" (POlya, 1954).

One approach of plausible inference concerns itself

with the assumptions that give rise to the model which is

capable of representing a theory about the learning process

at hand, another with providing descriptive statistics of

the data. Both approaches require critical experiments or
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discriminating statistics to be used in the model's evaluation.

unfortunately again, no unified method of constructing

crucial experiments or analyzing discriminating statistics

exists. In principle, only the investigator's imagination

limits the nUmber of different statistics that can be used

to evaluate the model. Examples of such statistics are the

mean learning curve, the mean trial of last error, the number

of runs of a particular length and the frequencies of

particular response n-tuples. Whi~h statistics are more

pertinent and how many of them are needed in order to prefer

one model over another is an open question.

Following Sternberg (Ibid), consider the n-dimensional

"prope:ttyspace" consistihg of all values of the vector

denotes a property (the expectation(s I ' s 2' •.. , sn)

or variance of

where s.
J

a statistic) of the model. Denote by s.
J

the

corresponding statistics for some observed data sequences.

In general, .the prOperties depend on the parameter va lues,

and therefore s . = s . (8) , where
J J

8 is a vector of

parameters corresponding to a point in the parameter space.

Using this terminology j most work that has been done

on fitting and testing models can be thought of as a two

stage process. First, estimation, in which the parameter

values are selected so that a subset of the s.
J

agrees with

the theoretical values, and,the second, testing, in which

the remaining Sj are compared to their corresponding s.(8)
. J
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CI~arly, conclusions from this method are conditional on

the choice of properties us.ed in each of the two stages.

The estimation procedures of the models' free parameters

can be classified into two categories. Global estimation,

such as maximum likelihood or minimum chi-square, usually

satisfies some overall optimal criteria and cannot usually

be obtained explicitly in terms of statistics of .the data;

and fine-grain estimation, such as the distribution of error

run lengths. Objections may be raised sometimes as to the

order of which property is used for estimation and which

property is used for testing. Occasionally, as in our

study, the. choice of which property is available for what

is restricted because of the small number of statistics

with analytic expressions. It has been noted also (Ibid) that

using the same estimating statistics for .all models to be

compared does not ensure equal "fairness" to them.

Up to this point we have made some cautious statements

concerning the applicability of certain methods for comparing

the model and the data, and other statements concerning

comparative studies of models. These points were made to

warn the reader to consider past and future inferential

remarks in a proper pe.rspective, especially with respect to

model comparisons. Our intention has not been to compare

or select models but rather to.. amend the inadequacies intrO-'

duced into simple learning models by ignoring the essential
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features of individual learning rates. Just as important

was our intention to use simple learning models as baselines

and aids to inference, i. e., to test whether or not the

homogeneity assumption has in fact a sizable effect on the

learning properties. Our method succeeded where a model-free

analysis might have failed.

Before turning to discussion of our results consider

a final evaluation remark. It has long been held (e.g.,

Galanter and Bush, 1959) that when a model predicts how

behavior depends upon some experimental variable, the model

parameters should be invariant to changes in that variable.

This criterion when satisfied should indicate some general

descriptive ability of the model. This criterion is indeed

satisfied by our models' parameters as well as by many of

the models' properties.

11.4.2. The Important Features of the Results

The results of this study demonstrate unequivocally

that the OEM with the heterogeneity provision is still a

fairly accurate model, at least for the type of data consi

dered. More significant is the observation that individual

differences have a first order effect on the predictive

power of simple stochastic models. These facts are demonstrated

by the large improvement in the X2 values as well as by

the accuracy of the prediction of the mean learning curve

for Experiments Ia and Th.
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Properties of the models become sensitive to individual

differences-- to the degree that such differences exist.

This fact is demonstrated by change in magnitude of the

variances of total number of errors. It can be said therefore

that the first goal of plausible inference, which is having

a model capable of representing the theory about the learning

process, is satisfied.

The second goal of having a model which can provide

descriptive statistics of the data is also fulfilled by

satisfying many of the criteria partially described in the

last section.

Parameter estimates remain relatively invariant under

the prior assumption as does the descriptive power of the

models. In addition, it can be shown that some important

properties of the models remain invariant under the prior

assumption, e.g., the stationarity property of presolution

trials in the OEM case remains invariant as exemplified by

Vincent curves or other tests.

The statistics of the prior mean and variance of the

conditioning and guessing parameters of the OEM*, presented

in Table 3.7** are most descriptive of the experimental data.

Higher means and smaller variances of conditioning characterize

the experiments run with college students. Smaller means

and larger variances describe the expe~iments run with young

children. The discrepancies between the results of experiments

Ia and Ib have to be explained, again, as in Atkinson's
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study, in terms of the different experimental procedures

used in the two experiments. This latter fact, however, may

be now, partially accounted for by the guessing prior mean for

experiment Ib which was lower than for experimentIa.

The last point leads us to consider next the guessing

parameters and their relation to the conditioning parameters.

In the OEM* situation the prior guessing means assumed higher

values than are usually ascribed to them -~ one over the

number of response alternatives. Moreover, in spite of the

independence assumption for the two prior densities, there

seems to be a definite relation between the guessing and the

conditioning parameters. Higher'guessing parameters are

associated with' lower conditioning parameters and vice versa.

This association is particularlystr'ong between the mean of

the one parameter and the variance of the other, i.e., a

lower conditioning mean is associated with a higher guessing

variance. These observations,in addition to being

intuitively appealing, are supported by a large body of data

on "short-term" recall (e.g., Murdock, 1961, 1963).

The studies referred to differentiate between short- and

long-term memory. Items in short-term memory can be retrieved

for immediate recall, but since the short- term store is of

limited capacity the probability of guessing depends on the

number of intervening items from one presentation of an item

to its next presentation. The limited buffer capacity may

be described by a forgetting parameter, the same parameter f
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of the LS model introduced in Chapter I. We also described

in Chapter I the LS- 2 model which says that at the moment

an 8-R pair is studied, with probability a it goes into

a long-term memory storage system and with probability I-a

the S-R pair goes into a short-term store, where it is

vulnerable to interference from intervening items. When we

compare the estimates of a for the LS-2 in Table 3.7 and

our estimates of c for the OEM* in Table 3.7**, the

similarity of the results is more than striking. Furthermore

comparison of the X2 values for the two models, LS-2 and

*OEM, between Tables 3.8 and 3.8* demonstrate again extreme

closeness of the corresponding values. We have yet to

account for the high guessing probabilities. We do that by

rewriting the LS-2 model as a 3-state process: collapse

states Sand F and make the response probability in the

single intermediate state (SF) a function of the forgetting

parameter. We now have the following transition matrix and

response probability vector:

L SF U Pr(correct)

L 1 0 0 1

SF a I-a 0 1- f+ fg (4.1 )

U a I-a 0 g

The guessing probability for state SF is 1- f + fg which

is larger than the guessing probability of g alone and

may explain the high guessing estimates that we calculated.
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Atkinson and Crothers actually tried this collapsing pro

cedure for the LS-3 model (Ibid, Eq. 25), but had allowed the

additiona 1 parameter c 0:1: the LS- 3 m<Jdel to be different from

I, Le., there was a positive probability l-c of staying in the

unlearned state U. When they applied this model to the four-

tuple response data, Atkinson and Crothers reached the smallest

2
X of all the models described in their paper. The estimates

for c under this setup were all close to 1 which may indicate

that the model described by Eq. (4..1) is the most plausible

model yet.

11.4.3. Further Research and Conclusions

The empirical results confirm the hypothesis

that the heterogeneity assumption increases the predictive

power of simple learning models and has a sizable effect on

their learning properties.

Further theoretical research should be directed toward

finding more satisfying prior bivariate (multivariate)

distributions on the unit square ~-dimensional space).

These distributions should be able to describe the relation-

ship between the learning, or performance, parameters. They

should provide fast and easy estimates for the prior

parameters of a variety of models and easily calculable

estimates for a variety of learning properties.

When it is done, posterior probabilities could be then

simply derived and would enable us to characterize the
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ability of individual students, the difficulty of individual

curriculum items and the interaction between ability and

difficulty with respect to the particular educational task.
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CHAPTER III

PERFORMANCE MODELS FOR SIMPLE ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS

111.1 Introduction

In Chapter II, we confirmed the hypothesis that the

heterogeneity assumption increases the predictive power of

simple learning models and has a sizable effect on their

learning properties. In the present chapter, we consider

simple performance models for addition problems and propose

a method for describing the distribution of different per

formance rates.

A performance model for simple addition was introduced

in Section 1.1.2. In Section 111.2 we give some basic. re

sults relating to the bivariate Dirichlet distribution. In

addition, maximum likelihood procedures are suggested for

estimating the models' parameters and a Dirichlet distribu

tion is assumed for the performance rates.

Total error statistics are considered in 111.3; we

derive the conditional and unconditional expectations and

variances of the total error statistic.

The empirical data are presented in Section 111.4,

along with a method for evaluating the exact distribution

of item performance rates with homogeneous individuals.

Finally, the discussion and conclusions are presented

in 111.5 ..
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III.2 SOME BASIC RESULTS

III.2.1 The Likelihood Function and Maximum Liklihood
Estimates

Let IS denote the internal state of the two-state

automaton introduced in Section I.l.2. Then IS = 0 or 1

indicating no carry or carry respectively. We consider

three alternatives:

response to digit i for (a), (b) and (c) respectively.

If, in addition, and denote'the number 0 f

digits under the three alternatives above, then the likeli-

hood of an n digit response is given by

n l -tl_t2:-t 3 n -t __ n
3
-t

3L = c t (l-c) a b (l":ca) 2 2 (l-cb) (2.1 )

where t l , t 2 and t
3

are the number of correct responses

under (a), (b), and (c) respectively and t = t l + t 2 + t
3

.

The maximum likelihood estimates of c, a, and b

were derived by Suppes (1968) and are given by

1 " tl/nl- c =

1 "
t 2/n2 (2.2 )- a =
tl/nl

"
t 3/n31 - b =
tl/n l
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The estimates in Eq. (2.2) hold only if the proportion of

correct responses to the ones' column digit is greater than

the proportion of correct responses to the other digits.

The model presented in Eq.'s 2.1 and 2.2 will henceforth be

referred to as Performance Model I.

After analyzing the data presented in Tables 4.1 and

4.2 it became clear that the carry parameter, a, did not

contribute to improvement in the prediction of expected

total number of errors. Consequently, we tried a two

parameter model by letting a = 1 this situation is desig

nated as Performance Model II. The predictions for this

model (in Table 4.2) improved the error predictions ofcer

tain items and had the opposite effect on other.error pre

dictions. Since we did not improve the error predictions very

much using Performance Model II~ the only predictions listed

are those for Test 2 in Table 4.2.

It was finally decided to redefine the no-carry state.

With this new definition, a transition to a no-carry state

is possible only if the automaton was already in a carry

state. Equations 2.1 and 2.2 remain the same, but the nu~

ber of digits n
1

and n
2

and the number of correct re-

sponses t
1

and t
2

in the corresponding columns are now

different. More explicitly, only the problems 639 +212 and

5267 + 283 have a .no-carry column in· the third and fourth col

umns, respectively. This last situation is referred to as

Performance Mode1!II.
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111.2.2 The Bivariate Dirichlet Distribution

The bivariate Dirichlet probability density function

i = 1,2,3 ,

of two r.v.' s, PI and P2'

equation f

f d (Pl,P2!al,a2,a3) =

is defined by the following

where Os Pi s 1

al-l a 2-1 a3~1

KPI P2 P3

3

2: Pi = 1
i=l

(2.3)

and

The following properties can be established (Silver, 1963),

i) The marginal p.d. f. of a specific Pi is a beta den

sity given by

1
fj3 (pj) = --"""':::-,,_:---

B (a ., La.)
. J i,tj lo

1 ') a .-1
a .- . ...L' lo

p.J (l":'p.)lorJ
J J

(2;4)

ii) The e~pected value of p.
J

is

a.=r where

3

A = .L a.
lo=l

lo
(2.5)

iii) The variance of p.
J

is

a. 2: a.
J '.d' lo

lorJ

A2 (A+l)
(2.6)



iv) The covariance of p.
J

and jim, is

Cov(P.,P )
J m

Cl.Cl
1 m (2.7)

II1.2.3 The Distribution of Item Performance Rates with
Homogeneous Individuals

In the following analysis we assume that individual

students perform equally well, but the items are heterogene-

ous and of different difficulty.

Since the error frequencies are very small 'in perfor~

ance data, the sum of output and carry error rates is con-

siderably smaller than unity. We may assume, therefore,

that the output error rate, c =1 - c, and the product cb

are Dirichlet dis.tributed. For convenience, let Pl = c,

P2 = cb and P3 = cb; b = 1 _. b

with the assumption of a Dirichlet prior on Pl and P2

and using equations 2.4 to 2.7 we have the folloWing

properties:

v) The error rates c, i . e. , Pl' and b are independent

beta r.v.' s with parameters (Cl l ,Cl 2+Cl 3 ) and (Cl 2 'Cl
3

) re-

spectively. (2.8)

-Conversely, the correct rates c and b are independent beta

r.v.'s with parameters (Cl 2+Cl
3

,Cl l ) and (Cl 3 'Cl
2

) respectively.

vi) The carry-output correct rate {cb) , Le., P3' is a

(2.9)

Conversely, the carry-output error rate 1 - cb, i.e .. , 1- P3'

is a beta r.v. with parameters (Cl l +Cl 2 ,Cl3 ).
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Properties (v) and (vi) are intuitively appealing.

First, they conform to our model assumption that carry and

output errors are independent. Secondly,eachdifficulty

may be indicated by the size of. the· prior parameters. Thus

the output error rate increases as a function of aI' the

carry error rate increases as a function of a
2
,and final

ly,thecarry-output error rat.e increases as a ·function of

a l + a 2 •

From Eq:8 (2.8) and (2.9) we have 'the following:

vii) The mean and the variance for the output error rate are

and
a

l
(a

2
+a

3
)

A2 (A+l)
=

a
l

(A-a
l

)

;(Ml)
(2.10)

viii) The mean and variance of the carry-output error rate

are

and

=

(2.11 )

(a
l
+a

2
)a

3

A2 (MI)

a
3

(A-a
3

)
=

A2 (Ml)

Obviously, V(P3) = V(P3)'

ix) The covariance between output and carry-output errors is

= -

In order to estimate the prior parameters a
l
,a

2
, and

a
3

of the Dirichlet distribution we used the method of moments.
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It is also possible to integrate the likelihood (2.1) with

respect to the Dirch1et prior and determine numerically the

estimators

function.

a
2

which-maximize the resulting

In Section III.3 we calculate the estimates of the

prior means E (PI) and E(P3) and the prior variances

v(Pl) and v(P3). Using these estimates we proceed to

determine and by the following procedure:

(2.12 )

(2.13 )

A itself is determined from (2.10) and (2.11), substituting

A = a,E(p.) in the expression for the prior variance
~ ~

- 1A =

2
A E (pi) [1- E (p i) ]

A2 (A+l)

E(Pi) [1-E(Pi)]

V (Pi)

(2.14 )

(2 .15 )

As E(p.)[l-E(p.)] .... v(p.).
~ ~ ~

A .... 0, which implies in

return that a i .... o.

This situation is noted in Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961,

pp. 263- 264) • In their section "Limiting Behavior of the

Prior Distribution" ,they prove that as the parameters

and A both approach zero in such a way that the ratio
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remains fixed, a fraction E(Pi) of the total probability

becomes more and more concentrated toward p. = 1,
J. the

remainder toward Pi = 0; the variance v(Pi ) approaches

E(Pi) [l-E(Pi)] . It is interesting to note that the graph

of the beta density with parameters (r,s) is u,-shaped when

r + S = 1. If only one. of the parameters is smaller than

unity the density. concentrates on one side. We also recall

that for our learning data, in Chapter II, the parameters

were much larger than one and the graph was'" bell- shaped.

III.3 TOTAL ERROR STATISTICS

Let Xl' X
2

and X
3

be independently distributed,

each having a binomial distribution with parameters

andrespectively.and

the total output, no carry-output and carry-output digits.

Also ql '" PI '" c denotes the output error rate, q2 '" 1- ca

denotes the no carry-output error rate, and q3 - P3 '" 1- cb

denotes the carry-output error rate. Then, the r.v. desig-

nating the total number of errors in digits

is T' = Xl + X
2

+ X
3

. The conditional expectation of T'

given Q '" (ql,q2,q3) is

3

E(T'!Q) = .2 n\q. (l-q.)
J.=l J. J. J.

and

3

V(T' IQ) = .2 n:q. (l-q.)
J.=l J. J. J.
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Let Ii denote the number of items having type i digit

(i=l,2,3) and n. = n: /1 . ,
l. l. l.

i.e., the average digits per

(3.1)

item of type i. Then, the mean total errors per item is

3
\~

E(TIQ) = L.. niqi
i=l

V(TIQ)

3

= .2
l.=l

n.q. (l-q.)
l. l. l.

(3.2)

In order to simplify the expressions for the uncondi-

tional properties we consider only the situation described

by the two- parameter Performance Model II. In this case

*Xl and X2
*(nl,ql)

*T = Xl + X3 where

bles with parameters

are binomial random varia-

*n l = n l + n 2 ·

Then, the conditional mean total errors per item is

(3.3)

and the conditional variance is

(3.4 )

The unconditional mean is given by integrating

E(T/qlq3) with respect to the Dirichlet prior density of

ql 2 PI '" c and .1 - q3 - P3 - (cb)

(3.5 )
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The unconditional variance is given by

which reduces to

(3.6)

It is clear that when the output error rate ci
l

and the

carry-output error rate q3 are exact numbers the uncon-

ditional variance *V (T) in (3.6) becomes the conditional

111.4 DATA ANALYSIS

111.4.1 Description of the Data

The data described in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 were col-

leeted as part of the computer-assisted instruction program

in elementary mathematics at the Institute for Mathematical

Studies in the Social Sciences, Stanford University;

Two row addition problems were given to 80 third graders

in local California schools as a pretest before five drill-

and-practice sessions; the data for this group are presented

in Table 4.1. The same problems were given to a different grou1

of 62 third graders after five drill-and-practice sessions;

these data are presented in Table 4.2. (Although the groups

were not the same, one may infer that some learning has taken
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place in the second group since there were only 144/62 errors

per student in Test 2 and 196/80 errors per s.tudent in Test 1.)

The left-hand columns present the observed error fre-

quencies for each item listed and for all students. The no-

carry column represents the no carry-output errors for Per-

formance Model I. The numbers in that column are added to

the corresponding entries of the output column for Per for-

mance Model II. For Performance Model III all entries are

added to the corresponding entries of the first column ex-

cept for the items 639 + 212 and 5267 + 283; there are

only 17 no carry-output errors for Model III.

Consider, for example, the data given for the problem

14 + 15 in Table 4.2. For Performance Model I: n = n . = 62,1 2

n
3

= 0, n l - t
l

= 3 and n 2 - t z = 3; for Performance Model

II and III n l = 124, n 2 = 0 and n l - t l = 6. The data

given for the problem 639 + 212 in the same table are, for

Performance.Models I and III: n l =.n2 = n 3 = 62, n l -tl =3,

n
2

- t
2

= 8 and n
3

- t
3

= 4, for Performance Model II:

n l = 124, n
2

= 0, n
3

= 62, n l - t l = 11 and n 3 - t 3 = 4.

The predicted values for the three models are calcu-

lated by using the maximum likelihood estimates (2.2) and

Eq. (3.1) for Performance Models I and III, and Eq. (3.3)

for Performance Model II. The maximum likelihood estimates

and the variances of total errors due to each error type

for all three models are given in Table 4.3. Note that the

estimates are for the q.'s, these are simply the ratio of
~

errors per all digits cf a given type. For example
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AA

q3 = (l-cb)

the variance estimates in Table 4.3 were calculated using

Eq. (3.2) for Models I and III and Eq. (3.4) for Model II.
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TABLE 4.3

Model output no carry carry output no carry carry Total

"
,. ,.

~(Xl) " .1\ ,.
ql ~ q3 V(X2 ) V(X

3
) v(T/Q)

Eq. (3.2)

Test 1

I .042 .038 .09 3.21 3.84 12.17 19·22

III .034 .106 .094 3.99 7·59 12.17 23.76

Test 2

I .032 .048 .09 1.93 3.6 9·0 14.6

II .039 .09 3.77 9·0 12.78

III .029 .137 .09 2.6 7·3 9·0 18.97

PERFORMANCE MODELS

Error estimates and total error variances due to each error type
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III.4.2 The Distribution of Item Performance Rates with
Homogeneous Individuals

using the estimators calculated in the

last section, we are now able to determine the distribution

of the prior, performance rates. For Performance Model II

this is done by rewriting (3.6) in the following manner:

(4.1 )

*We replace V (T) by the observed total variance, VeT)

and V(T/ql,q3) by its estimate (Table 4.3). In order to

solve for V(ql) and V(q3) we let E(qi) = qi and apply

Eq. (2.14). We now have,

A A

E (ql) [l-E (ql)]
A

A + 1

E (q3) [l-E (q3)]

A+ 1
(4.2)

The resulting equation solving for
A

A is

(4.3)

The estimators aI' a2 and a3 are finally calculated by

Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13)

A A A

A(E(q3)-E(ql)) =
74

(4.4 )



As an example, consider the distribution of item perfor-

mance rates for Test 2 Model II. The observed variance

o
VeT) = 75.20 and the estimate of the conditional variance

is, there is not too much variance in items due to the

....
(l,- =

3

That

19.14,

Using (4.3),

....
(l,2 = 1.07,

'"A = 21.04,

and

'"(l,l = .820,

"V (q3) = .037.

output factor, but a noticeable variance due to carry.

III. 5 DISCUSS.ION AND CONCLUSIONS

111.5.1 The Conditional Models

The results of this study demonstrate that asymp-

totic performance data,in the context of computer-assisted

instruction in,elementary mathematics, can successfully be

accounted for by probabilistic automaton models with few

parameters.

Educationally more important is the fact that these

models serve as excellent tools for determining the struc-

tural features of items. There is no doubt that being able

to identify these features is a prerequisite if one is to

use difficulty factors in order to develop a sound theory

of instruction as well as sensible testing procedures.

The main conceptual strength of these models is their

ability to provide explicit temporal analysis of the steps

being taken by the student in solving a problem. The anal~

ysis which led to Performance Model III is a case in point;

we were easily able to determine that a no-carry difficulty

is raised only if a carry was previously encountered. The
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advantage provided here in identifyin~ the latent structure

-of the data seems to be more impressive than the gain pro-

vided, say. from a Factor Analytic approach.

From the point of view of an analysis of variance, a

second advantage of Performance models is immediate descrip

tion of the models' adequacy. Let the total error statistics

T be a linear combination of the errors due to n variables

Xl' X2 •••• , Xn

If the X_' sand
].

E (T) =

and

V(T) =

n

2: E(X.) + E(E)
i=l ].

n

2: V(X.) + V(E)
i= 1 ].

(5.1 )

(5.2)

The additivity-and independence assumption may now be tested

by analyzing the observed discrepancy between V(T) and
n

Ei=l V(X i )·

This procedure was actually used in our data, where Xl

was the total errors due to output, X2 was the total errors

due to carry-output. The magnitude of the observed V(E)

was less than 20 per cent of the total variance, V(T).

111.5.2 The Unconditional Models

One question remains to be answered: can we i~

prove the predictions when item differences are considered?

The unconditional predictions, (3.5), depend on the expec-

tations E(ql) and E(q3). We can always do as well as

the conditional predictions by letting How-

ever, as long as our estimation procedures are based on the

first moment estimates we cannot improve the prediction.
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The obvious question now is: can we estimate E (qi)

by some other method. Toward this end, we tried to estimate

aI' 0,2' and 0,3 by maximizing the unconditional likeli

hood, i.e., the integral of (2.1) with respect to the Dirich-

let prior, and had exactly the same results that we arrived

at by the moment estimation procedure. The reason we arrive

at the same results using the two estimation methods is due

to the fact that the estimators are a function of the mean

total errors only.

Theoretically, item differences should have an effect

on the predictive power of the models. This is so in view

of Eq, (2 .• 14) which can be written as

E(q.)[l-E(q.)] = (A+l)V(q.).
1 ·1· 1

In other words, unless the variance V(qi) = 0, E(qi) does

depend on item differences, since the E(qi)'s are a func

tion 0 f V (q. ) , s.
1 .

In general, we may conclude that the properties of the

models are sensitive to item differences - to the degree that

such differences exist. This fact is demonstrated by noticing

the weight attached to the V(qi)'s in the expression for

the variance of total errors, V*(T), in Eq. (3.6).

The aggregate of item differences is expressed as the

sum of differences in each performance category. By observ-

ing the discrepancy between the conditional variance of total
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errors for each factor V(xilqi) and the observed variance

of total errors due to each factor, we may decide the source

of differences between items.

It is true that as q.~ o this difference for factor i,
:I-

e.g., carry, is small. The converse is not true however; q.
:I-

may approach unity and v (q. )
:I-

may still approach zero. Item

differences may, therefore, be viewed as a convex function

of correct and incorrect responses summed over performance

factors. For either extreme of the function, all responses

correct or all responses incorrect, there are no item dif-

ferences for that factor. We had exactly this situation in

mind when we discussed the limiting behavior of the prior

distribution in Section III.2.3.

The output performance factor serves as a good example.

It has a Beta prior distribution with parameters (.8,20.2).

The total probability is concentrated toward ql = O. In

addition, the discrepancy between the observed output vari

ance and the conditional output variance, V(XI!ql) is very

small. The same discrepancy between the output-carry vari-

ances was ten times as large.

Having the exact prior distribution on performance rates

will enable us to derive the posterior distribution of these

rates after a new presentation of items.· Future extensions

may include, therefore, sequential instruction strategies

based on Bayesian procedures.
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APPENDIX

THE X2 MINIMIZATION PROGRAM

The tables included in the appendix present two or

usually three of the best sets of prior parameter estimates

for both the OEM* and the LM* for all eight experiments.

For each model-experiment combination, 16 in all, each table

of the appendix describes also the predicted frequencies

of the 0i events based on thefir.st set of the "re·fined point"

listed, which is not necessarily the best set of estimates

of r, s , m and n in that table. Also listed are the prior

means and variances of c and g associated with this

set of estimates.

The numerical computations were written in Fortran IV.

The program was adapted to be run on the PDP 10 at the

Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences,

Stanford University.

The program itself consists of two subprograms. The

first, named Paraest and written by Tom Wickenst , is

a routine which utilizes general hill-climbing procedures

to find the minima of an arbitrary function over a multi-

dimensional space. Values of the function are provided by

the second subprogram, Stat, which was written by the

present author. Stat calculates the X2 values (Eq. 3.2)

associated with the predicted O.
1.

values which are

tDepartment of Psychology, UCLA
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calculated in turn by the equations of Tables 3.3 or 3.4 --

for given values of r, s ,marid n. The author provided

the range of the search space for each parameter. It was

determined from a few pilot runs that the range of 0.5 to 70

was wide enough. The range of the search is tabled under

the heading of Minimum and Maximum. The precision was

controlled to 0.5, i.e., the worst estimate would be accurate

up to 0.5.

Paraest takes over by first calling for function values

at points in a rectangular grid over the relevant portion

of the parameter space. From this scan a number of points

are selected which give the smallest X2 values, supplied

in turn by Stat. The best points are denoted as Scan Points.

A second routine, Refine, works from the previously given

estimates of the minimum. Function values are called at

points around the estimate, along each of the parameter axes,

and from these values the gradient of the function is esti

mated at the original point, and a "downhill" direction

found. Proceeding along the gradient a minimum is approached.

The points calculated by the refine procedure are denoted

as refine points.

Since Paraest calls on Stat for each new parameter

value on the grid from 0.5 to 70 with increments of size I,

Stat is called about (70)4 times by the Scan procedure alone.

Each of the 16 0i predictions calls for a product of two

Betas, i.e., 6 products and ratios of the Gamma function.
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Thus, the number of subroutine calls for the Scan procedure

alone is about 2.5 million. This rough-calculation should

serve as an indication of the amount of time that was required

to run each and every experiment.

Finally we would like to make a remark associated with

the results for OEM* experiment la. In this appendix there

are two tables given for the OEM* experiment la. The result

of 5.10 for the minimum X2 given in the first table seems

out of place with respect to the Scan value of 40.766 for

almost the same parameter estimates. The same experiment

was run, therefore, a few more times and the X2 value reached

usually as low as 7.15, the value listed in the second

table of experiment Ia. The parameter estimated in both

tables are almost the same but the value of the prior variance

of c went down from .00531 to .00237 as noted in Table 3.7**.
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OEM PR03ADILlTIES EXPERIMUn IA

PR DORA [1 'iiI LL FIND A ;11 NHll1i1.

INPUT DATA:
1.23000\':+02
3.00000£+00
7.00000E+00
I.OOOOOE+OO

'3.00000E+00
5.00000E+00
2.00000E+00

6.00000E+00
2 ;OOOOOE+OO
1.5000 OE+O I

I.OOOOOE+OO
4.30000E+0 I
O.OOOOOE-Ol

-1.60000E+Ol
1.00000 E+OO
6.00000E+00

POl'JT lJO. : 1
1)EF~! seA N PO I~:T REFI NF- POINT MINI MlII1 ,1A Xl MlI,l PRECISION

R 6.25000£+0 I 6.150001':+01 5.?5.E+O I 7.00E+OI 5 .OOE-O 1
S 5."5000E+01 5.75000£+01 5.25E+OI 6.50 £+01 S.OOE-Ol
'1 _~.35000E+OI 3.35000£+01 '2;"0'51:+01 3.40£+01 5.00E-OI
N 5." 5noo HOI 6.00.000E+OI 4.05E+01 6.50 E+OI 5.00 E-Ol

CHI-SQUARE: 0.71802E+OI 0.71673E+OI

POI NT "JO.: 2
DEFN SCA N POINT REFINE POINT MINIMli~l [-lAXI'1l1,l PRECISION

R 6.25000E+0 I 6.18706E+OI 5.25£+0 I 7.00£+01 5.00E-Ol
S 5.R5000£+01 5. /e111 E+til 5.25E+OI 6.50E+Ol 5.00E-Ol
M 3.35000E+0 1 8 ml T3 "';8 I

2.05E+OI 3.40E+Ol 5.00E-OI
~l 6.15000E+OI ".• 1.49~E~ 1· 4.05E+OI 6.50E+OI 5.00 E- 0 I,

CI;I-SQlIARE. 0.71 823E+0 I 6.iI567E+ol

POINT NO.: 3 '
DEFN SCA r1 POINT REFINE POINT MI NI 11l1M 'lA.XI MlI~l PRECISION

R 5.85000E+OI 5.82500E+Ol 5.25E+OI 7.00;;:+01 5.00 £-0 I
S 5.45000E+OI 5.47500 E+O I 5.25 E+OI 6.50HOl 5.• 00E-OI
M 3.35000E+0 I 3.40000£+01 2.05;;:+01 3.40H01 5.00;;:-01
N 6.15000E+OI 6.10000E+01 4; 05 £+01 . 6.50 E+OI 5.00E-OI

CH I -so LIAR E: 0.71863E+Ol 0.71675E+OI

FLOA T! NG CONSTANTS:.·0.23400E+03
THE OPT! MAL EXP ECTED l'R EQ lIE.NC lES ARE:

O( I) = 1.25656E+02 O( 2)= 2.73512E+00 OC 3)= 5.52943E+00 O( 4)= 2.51
978E+00
O( 5)= I. 39493E+0 I O( G)= 2.51978 [+00 O( 7)= .5.13522E+00 OC 8) = 2.39
R,,2E+00

0(11')=0(.9)= 3.96704E+OI D(lO)= 2.51978E+00 5.13522E+00 O( 12)= 2.39
3"2E+00
0(3)= 1.31444E+OI 0(14)= 2.3nR2E+00 0(15)= 4.92923E+00 O( 16)= 2.35
9R2E+00

T~E PRIOR "!EANS ARE: G=.5158IE+OO C=.35829E+00

THE VARIANCES ARE: V(J= .2OfHOE-02 VC=.24330E-02
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OEM EXPERIMENT Ia

program will find a mInimum.

inPut data:
1.23000e+02 3.00000e+00 6.oo00De+OO 1.00000e+00, 1.60000e+01
3.00000e+00 5.00000e+00 2.00000e+00 4.30000e+01 1.00000e+00
7.00000e+OO 2.00000e+00 1.50000e+01 0.00000e-01 6.oo000e+00
1 .00000e+00

oointno ..:
defn

r
s
m
n

chi.,.square:

1
scan point 'refine point
5.40000e+01 '5.39378e+01
5.350ooe+01 5. 35953e+01
1.55000e+01 1. 54437e+01
2.75000e+01 2.7093ge+01

0.4075ge+02 O. 53174e+01

minimum
Ei.05e+01
4.!JSe+01
1;45e+01
2. 65e+01

maximum precision
5.50et01 5.00e-01
5.5Oe+01 5.00e-01

2.00e+01 5.00e-01
3.ooe+01 5.00e-01

maximum ,precisi on '
5.50e+01 5.00e-D1
5. 50 e+01 5. 00e-01
2.0De+01 5.00e-01
3.00e+01 5.ooe-01

point no.: 2
defn scan pO in t refine POil\ t' minimum

r 5.5Ooo0e+01 5.50000etOJ, 5.05e+01
s 5.35000e+01 S;7M65e+Ol 4. 85e+01
m' 1.5Q000e+01 1.5l596QAtOl 104l?e+01
n 2.750ooe+01 2.7125Je+01 2. 65e+01

chi-square: 0.40766e+02 0.5104.4e+01*""
floating constants: ,O.23400e+03

the optimal eXTlec ted frequencies are:
oC 1)'; 1.2549ge+020( 2)= 1.90450e+00 o( .3)= 5.98323e+00 0(4)= 1.OO986e+OO
o( 5)= 1.42501e+01 o( 6)= 1.869B6e+00 o( 7)= 5.94860e+00 o( B)= 1.9044ge+00
o( 9)= 4.06220e+01 0(10)= 1.OO986e+OO 0(11)=' 5.94860e+00 0(12)= 1.904.4ge+00
0(13)= 1.43716e+010(14)= 1.90449e+00 0(15)= 6.13716e+00 0(16)= 2.01230e+00

the prior means are: g=.5015ge+00 c=.36306e+00

the variances are: vg= .23034e-02 vc=.53114e-02
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nrOl'ram will find a minimum.

in1Jut data:
1 .26000e+02
o.00000e-01
1 .00000e+01
7.00000e+00

roint no.:
clefn

r
s
ill

n

3.00000e+OO l.oo000e+01
fl.OOOOOe+OO 3.00000e+00
2.00000e+00 3.00000e+01

1
sc.an mint refine min t
5.60000e+01 5.56875e+01
6.50000e+01 6.50000e+01
3.10000e+01 3.10000e+01'
7.10000e+016.g;>50oe+01

4.00000e+00
5.50000e+01·
1. 00000e+00

minimum
5.300+01
6. 25e+01

. 2.85e+01
6.55e+011

2.10000e+01
5.00000e+00
6.00000e+00

maxi mUm "reci s ion
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
7.00e+01 5.00e-01
4.00e+01 5.00e-01
8.ooe+01 5.00e-01

chi-square:
poi nt no.:

defn
r
s
:n
n

0.20289e+02 0.20263e+02
2

scan ]Joint refine lloint '
5.60000e+01 5. 47500e+01
6.50000e+01 6.37500e+01
3.10000e+01 2.g;>500e+01'
6.mOOOe+01 6.72500e+01

minimum maximum precision
5.35e+01 6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.200+01 7.00e+01 5.00e-01
2.85e+01 4. 00e+015. 00 e-O 1
fl .35e+01 . 8.00e+01 5. OOe-0 1

6.8996ge+00 o( 4)=
7.96038e+00 o( 8)=
7'96038e+00 0(12)=
9. 48991e+00 0(16)=

chi-'SQuare: 0.20607e+02 O. 20291e+02
point no.: ' 3

de:lh scan min t refine pain t· minimum
r 5.60000e+01 5,41279e+01 5. 35!l+01
s 6.50000e+01 6.31230e+016.25e+01
m 3.60000e+01 3.41233e+01 2.s5e+01
n 7.60000e+01 7. 66253e+01 6.30e+01

chi-sQua.re: '0.20651e+02' O. 20 21Oe+O 2*'
floating constants: 0.28800e+03
the optimalex'Pected frequencies are:

o( 1)= 1 ,318158+02 0 (. 2)= 3. m557e+OO o( 3)=
0(5)= l,72090e+01 o( 6)= 4.12511e+00 o( 7)=
o( 9)= 4. 99261e+01 0(10)= 4.12511e+00 0(11)=

. 0(13)= 2.01787e+01 6(14)=4.S7553e+00 0(15)=

maximum precision
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
7.00e+01 5.00e-01
4.00e+01 5.00e-01
8.00e+01 5.00e-01

4. 12511e+00
4.87553e+00
4.87553e+00
5. 95351 e+00

the prior means are: 1'F.4F142e+00 0=.3076ge+00

the variances are: vg= .20422e-02vc=.20935e-02



OEl-I EXPJi:RIME "IT II
prO'Tam will find a min imllln •.

1.4I1000e+Ol 1,900008+01 1.20000e+Ol 5.40000e+Ol
3.20000e+Ol l.fJJOOOe+Oll,250008+02 l,50000e+Ol
1.70000e+Ol B.10000e+Ol 1. 9)OOOe+Ol 3.00000e+Ol

inrut<tata:
3.03000<>+02
1.70000e+Ol
2,500008+01
1 .9 tXl00€+01

1'oin t no, :
defn

r
s
m
n

chi-square:

1
sca.n "oint refinenoin t
5.000008+01 4.929398+01
5.500008+01 5.500008+01
1.40000,*01 1 .4F688e+Ol
4.50000e+014.43011e+Ol

O,t2724A+Ol 0.451888+01

. minimum maximum
3.758+01 5.00e+Ol
4.25e+Ol 5. 50e+01
1.15e+Ol . 2.00e;-01
3.75e+Ol 5.00e+Ol

precision
5.00e-Ol
5.00e-Dl
5,OOe-Ol
5.00e-Ol

!'Oint no.:
de f'n

r
s
m
n

chi-square:

2
scan no in t refine poin t
4.00 ooOe+Ol 4,454428+01
5.000008+01 5. 00894e+01
1.40000e+Ol 1,44051e+Ol'
4.500008+01 4. 36130e+Ol

0.5.'3055e+Ol O,44951e+Ol

minimum . maximum :orecision
3.758+01 5.00e+Ol 5.00e-Ol
4. 258+01 5. 50 8+01 5. OOe-Ol
1.15e+Ol ·2.00e+Ol 5,OOe-Ol
3,758+01 5.008+01 5.00e-Ol·

2.30237e+Ol 0(·4)=
2.59930e+Ol o( B)=
2.599308+01 0(12)=
2.909378+01 o( 16)=

"oint no. : 3
defn scan1'lOint refine :ooin tminimum

r 4.500008+01 4.ffi'm fle tQ1 3.75et01
s 5.50000e+Ol 5A0384e+Ol . 4.258+01
m 1.40000e+Ol 1.40028e+01 1,158+01
n 4.000008+01 4J00828+01 3.75e+01

chi..:.square: 0.53330e+Ol U.44.'i418+01.,.

floating constants: 0.78000e+03
the optlml exrected frequencies are:

o( 1).. 3.0BI04e+02 Q( 2)" 1.43289e+Ol 0(3)=
o( 5)= 4.99162&+01 0(6)= 1.56436&+01 o( 7)=
o( 9)= 1.25502e+02 0(10).. 1.564:36e+Ol 0(11)..

. o(13)=5.5B626e+01 0(14).. 1.77294e+Ol 0(15)=

maximum
5.008+01
5.50e+Ol
2.00e+Ol
5.00e+Ol

"recis ion
5.00e-Ol
5.00e-Ol
5.00e-Ol
5,OOe-Ol

1. 56436e+Ol
1. 77294e+Ol
1.772948+01
2;08606e+Ol

the prior means are: g=.47264e+OO c=.24B75e+OO

the variances are: V/li= • 23672e-02 vc=.31161e-02
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om EXPEllIME'Il' I II
program will find a minimum.

1.10000e+Ol 2.40000e+Ol
5.70000e+Ol 9.00000e+00
2.50000e+Ol 2.40000e+Ol

1. 60ooOe+O 1
7.00000e+00
3.30000e+Ol

1,3 00 00 e+ 01
1.8')000e+Ol
1040000e+Ol

1
scan 'Poin t refine lloint minimum maximum nrecision
3~00000e+.oO 2.68750e+00 5.00e-ol 6.00e+Ol 5.00e-ol
3.00000et00 3.31250e+OO 5.ooe-Ol 6.00e+015. OOe-Ol
8.00000e+00 8.31250e+00 5.00e-01 6.00e+Ol 5.00e-ol
4.80000e+Ol 4. 67500e+01 5.00e-Ol 6.00e+01 5.00e-Ol

0.25dc32e+02 0.23181e+02

i n-put data:
1 .60000e+02
6.00000e+00
2.70000e+Ol
3.600ooe+Ol
~int no.:

oe 1'r'
r
s
m
n

chi square:

2.33788e-02
3. 36813e-02
.3.36813e-02
7. 9112 Oe-O 2

precision
5.00e-Ol
5.00e-ol
5.00e-Ol .
5.00e-Ol

maximum
6.00e+Ol
6.00e+Ol
6.00e+Ol
6.00e+Ol

ffia,ximulI 1"'Ireci sio:8.
6.00e+Ol 5.00e-01
6.00e+Ol 5.00e-Ol
6.00e+Ol 5.00e-01
6. 00e+015. OOe-Ol

minimum
5.00e-Ol
5.00e-ol
5.00e-Ol
5.00e-Ol

minimum
.5.00e--ol

5.00e-Ol
5.00e-ol
5.00e-0l

refine 'Poin t
2' f67500*00

~:~mmgg·

'Point no.: 2
defn scan point

r 3. 00000e+00
s 3.00000e+00
m 3.000ooa+OO
n 1,80000e+Ol 1,67590e+01

chi. so.uare: O. 2.~69ge+020. 229E3e+02 ".

noint no.: 3
1efn 3can 1)()int refine point

r 3.00000e+00 2.68750e+00
s 3.06000e+00 3.oo000e+00
m 8.00000e+00 8.00000e+00
n 4.30000e+01 4.425008+01

chi square: O. 25951 e+02 0.23067e+02
floatin.g constants: 0.48000e+03

theo'Ptima 1 e xnected frequencies are:
.o( 1)= 3.0&~09e-Ol o( 2)= 2.54118e-02 0(3)= 3.4.~733e-02 o( 4)=
0(5)= 5.78657e-D2o( 6)= 2.337888-02 o( 7)= . 3.38oo3e-02 o( 8)=
0(9)= 1,32075e-01 0(10)= 2.33788e-02 0(11)= 3.385ffie-02 0(12)=
0(13)'; 7.155648-02 0(14)= 3.36813e-02 0(15)= 5.43985e-02 0(16)=

the l'riormeans are: 1"=.44792e+00 c=.150OOe+00

variances are: Vg=.35327e-Ol vc=.22863e-02
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0»1 PROM :BILITIES EXPmlIJ.IENT IV.
lJro"ram will finn. a min im\llll.

inmt d.ata 1
1.17000,*02
3.00000N00
9.00000,*00
1.200000+01

1"'01 fit no. :
·~ef!l

r
s
m
r

chi-snuare:

3.00000a+00 1.00000e+Ol 1.00000,*00
9.00000e+00 6.00000e+00 5.40000e+01
LOOOOOe+Ol 3.40000e+01 fl.OOOOOe+O n

1.50000e+01 .
7.00000e+OO .
2.20000e+01

maximm "reciston
2.20e+Ol 5.00e-Ol
3.00e+Ol .··5.• 00e-01
3.00e+01 .5.00e-Ol
7;00e+Ol 5.00e-Ol

1JOtnt no.:
defn

r
s
In

l'
cpt-gnuare:

minimum maxtmum precision
1.05e+Ol 2.20e+Ol 5.00e-01
1. 95e+Ol 3.00e+Ol 5.00e-Ol
l.fi5e+Ol· 3.00e+Ol 5.00e-Ol
4.",~e+01 7.00e+01 5.00e-01

r'oint no.:
defn

r
s
m
n

chi-square 1

3
sca. n Min t refine lJoin t min imum
1.30000e+01 1.33125e+Ol 1.05e+Ol
2.20000e+01 2.1f875e+Ol 1. 95e+Ol
2,40000e+Ol 2. 27500e+Ol 1. 95e+01
5.30000e+01 6.33125e+Ol 4.55e+01

0.12993e+02 0.1256Fe+02.

maximum nrecision
2.20e+Ol 5.00e-Ol
3.00e+Ol 5.00e-Of
3.00e+Ol 5.00e-01
7.00e+Ol 5.00e-Ol

floating constan ts: 0.32000e+03
the optimal eX]Jecte1 frequencies are:

o( 1)= 1.18415e+0?0·( 2)= 3.4F032e+00 o( 3)= 6.37500e+00 o( 4)= 5.12421e+00
o( 5)= 1.66283e+Ol o( 6)= 5.12421e+00 o( 7)= 9.75B77e+00 o( 8)= 8.51696e+00
o( 9)= 5.45882e+01 0(10)=5.12421e+00 0(11)= 9.75577e+00 0(12)= 8.• 51696e+00
0(13)= 2.7332ge+Ol 0(14)= 8.51696e+OO 0(15)= 1.6B218e+Ol 0(16)= 1. 59431e+Ol

the variances are: Vir- .68375e-02 vc=•. 2084ge-02
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OEM EXPERIMENr Va

prOl'ram will fin'! a minimum.

i nnut data:
8. 20 00 Oe+O 1 1.10000e+Ol 1.40000e+Ol 1.30000e+Ol. 2.20000e+Ol
2.10000e+Ol 2.00000e+Ol 3.10000e+01 5.80000e+01 1.30000e+01
3.40000e+01 1.80000e+01 3.40000e+01 2.10000e+Ol 2.60000e+01
f .20000e+Ol

paint no. ": 1
nefn scan roin t refine rein t minimum maximum urecision

r 6.50000e+00 6.50000e+00 5. OOe--{) 1 5.00e+Ol 5.00e-Ol .
s 1.05000.e+Ol -i. b5bboe+oi 5.00e-Ol 5.000+01 5.00e-Ol
m 2.50000e+00 2.50000e+00 5. tJOe--{)1 2.00e+Ol 5.00e--{)1
n 2.25000e+01 2. 15000e+01 5. OOe-Ol 5.008+01 5.00e-Ol,

cl'!i-sauare: 0.21570 e+02 0.213fiOe+02,
noi nt no. : 2

de fn scan "oin t refine ]loin t· minimum maximum nrec is ion
r . 6.50000e+00 6.50000e+00 5.00e-Ol 5.00e+Ol 5.00e-Ol
s 1.05000e+01 1.02500e+Ol 5.00e--{)1 5.00e+01 5. OOe--{) 1
Til· 2.50000e+00 2. 25000e+0 0 5.00e-Ol . 2.008+01 5.00e-Ol
n 1 .8500Oe+O 1 1. 950 OOe+Ol 5. OOe--{) 1 5.00e+01 5.00e-Ol

chi-square:

!lOlntno.:
defn

r
s
m
n

chi-snuare:

0.2314ge+02 0.21430 e+02

3
scan ]lOin t refine !lOin t

'1.05000e+Ol 1.07304e+Ol
1.85000e+Ol 1.76411e+Ol
2.50000e+00 2.47448e+00
,1.850 OOe+Ol 1.997868+01

O. 23216 e+02 0.21920e+02

minimum
5.00e--{)1

'5.00e-Ol
5. OOe--{)1
5.00e-Ol

maximum precision
5. OOe+O15. OOe-O 1
5.00e+Ol 5.00e-Ol
2.00e+Ol 5.00e-Ol
5.00e+Ol 5.00e-Ol

floatinr. constants: 0.48000e+03

the optimal exnect.ed frequencies are:
o{ 1)= 8.51230e+Olo{ 2)= 1.18764e+Ol o{ 3.)= 1.4727ge+Ol o{ 4)= 1.60681e+Ol
o( 5)= 2.30276e+Ol o{ 6)= 1.606818+01 o{ 7)= 2.044048+01 o{ 8)= 2.67802e+Ol
o{ $)= 4.95854€+01o{1O)= 1.60681e+Olo{U)= 2•.04404e+Olo{l2)= 2.67802e+Ol
o(13)= 3.51244e+Olo(14)= 2.678028+01 0(15)= ,3.518848+01 0(16)= 5.56204e+Ol

the prior means are: g=.38235e+00 c=.10417e+00

the variances are: v,,= .13120e-Ol vo:.37326e-02
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oem experiment 7:vc

pro,o:ram will find a minimum.

input data:
1 .44000e+02 1.80000e+01 2.30000e+01 9.00000e+00 2.80000e+01
1.40000e+01 t. 200 OOe+Ol 1.30oo0e+01 6.20000e+01 1. 4000 Oe+O 1
2.50000e+01 1.40000e+01 2.aOOOOe+01 2.00000e+01 2.10000e+01
3.50000e+01

point no.: 1
defn scan point refine poin t min imum maximum precision

r 3.0oo00e+00 3.00000e+00 5.00e-01 4.00e+00 5.00e-01
s 3.00000e+OO 3.0ooQQe+00 5. OOe....Q 1 4.00e+00 5.00e-01
m 2.0oo00e+00 2.oo000e+00 .5.00e-01 5.00e+00 5.00e-01
n 1.30oo0e+01 1.27500e+01 9. 50e+o0- 1.40e+0 1 5.00e-01

chi-square: o.10002e+02 O.99184e+lJl

poi nt no. : 2
defn scan "oint refine point minimum maximum precision

r 3.00000e+00 3.00000e+00 5.00e-01 4~00e+00 5.00e-01
s 3.00000e+OO 3.00000e+00 5. OOe....Q 1 4.00e+00 5.00e-Ol
m 2.00000e+00 2.00000e+OO 5.ooe-01 5.00e+00 5.00e-01
n 1.211000e+01 1.22500e+01 9.50e+OO 1.40e+01 5. OOe....Q 1

chi-square: 0.10010e+02 0.99176e+01l(
Ofloatilll' constants: 0.4S000~03.
o the optimal eX1Jl!cted frequencies are:
o( 1)= 1.43S99e+02 o( 2)= 1.68473e+01 o( 3)= 2.00082e+01 o( 4)= 1.34779e+01
o( 5)= 2.99663e+01 o( 6)= 1.3477ge+Ol o( 7)= i.73287e+01o( 8.)= 1.68473e+01
0(9)= 5.63100e+01 0(10)= 1.34779e+01 0(11)= 1.732S7e+010.(l2)= 1.68473e+01
0(13)= 2.96R61e+Olo(14)= 1.ffi473e+010(15)= 2.32654e+.Dlo(16)= 3. 36947e+01

the prior means -are: "".50000e+00 c=.1355ge+OO

the variances are: vg= .35714e....Q1 vc=.74418e....Q2
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."rwram will fi1'l-t a minimum.

in'Put elata'
2,1'llOOe..o2 4.0oo00e+00 1.70000e+01 E.00000e+003.40000e+01
1.R0000e+01 1 ;200008+01 1.2oo00e+01 6.60000e+01 4.00000e+00
1.70000e+01 7.00000*00 2.90000e+01. 8.00000e+00 1.90000e+01
1 .30000e+01

'POint no.::"
~e fn

r
s
m
n

chi-square :

1
sCI'n mhlt refine pain t mirimum m8.j(imum· "recision
1.05000*01 1.OO000e+01 5.00e-01 5.00e+01 5; 00e-01
1.05000e+01 1.05000e+Jlf 5.00e~16.00e+tl1 5~00e~1
3.0oo00e+00 3.oo000e:Hl'll·. 5.00e-01. 3.00e+01 5. 00e-01
8.000ooe+00 8.000ooe+OO· 5.00e-01 5.00e+01 5.00e-01

0.17R91e+02 0.17691e+02~'

110i nt
defn

r
s
m'
n

no •.: 2
scan ."oint refine point· minimum maXimum precision
1,45000e+01 1. 45000e+01 5.00e~1· 5.00e+01 5.00e-01
1 A5000e+01 1.45000e+01 5.00e-'01 6.00e+01 5. 00 e-O 1
3.00000e+00 3.00000e+00 5.00e-01 3.00e+01 5.00e-01
8.00000e+00 8.00000e+00 5.00e-01 5.00e+01 5.00e-01

chi-so.ua re: O.17737e+02 . O.17737e+02

roint no.:
dern'

r
s
m
n

3
scan oin t
1 .85000e+01
1 .850 00e+01
3.00000e+OO
8 .00 OOOe+OO

r efi ne' 1JO in t
1.82500e+01
1.85000e+01
3. OOOOOe+OO
8.00000e+00

min illium .max imum llrec ision
5.00e-01 5. 00e+01 5. 00e-01 .

. 5. Ooe~l 6.00e+015. OOe-01
5.oo~01 3.00e+01 5.00e-01
5.00~1 5.00e+01 5.00e~1

.chi-square: 0.1'il349e+02 0.17832e+02

flea ti 11': constants: 0.4oo00e+03

the o·'Ptimal eX'Pected frequencies lire:
o( 1)= 2.oo111e+02. Q( 2)= 9.83391e+00 0(3)= 1.4983 e+01 o( 4)= 9.04720e+00
o( 5)= 2.9401Ee+01 o( 6)= 9.04720e+00 o( 7)= 1.41966e+01 o( 8)= 9. 83391e+00

. o( 9)= 7.30380e+01 0(10)= 9.04720e+00 0(11)= 1.4195 Re+01 0(12)= 9.83391e+00
0(13)= ~.998R1e+,01 0(14)= 9.83391e+00 0(15)= 1,59641e+01 0(16)= 1.26436e+01

the 'Prior means ar et ,,=.50000e+00 c=.27273e+00

the variances are: v,,=.1l364e-01 vc=.16529e-01
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LINEAR MODEL EXPERIMENT IA

PROGRAM WILL FIND A MINIMUM.

INPUT DATA:
1.23000 ;;;1-02 3.00000 E+OO !i. 00000 HOO 1.00000 E+OO '1.60000E+OI
3.000000:+00 5.00000 E+OO 2.00000 E+OO 4.30000 E+O I I.OOOOOE+OO
7.00000 E+OO 2.0'0000E+00 1.50000E+OI O.OOOOOE-Ol 6.00000HOO
I .00000 E+OO

POIn !V o. : I
DEFN SCAN POINT REF! NE POINT "II NI MUM MAXIMU:<1 PRECISIO~

R 6.50000 E+OO 6.25000 E+OO 5.00E-OI 6.00 E+O I 5.00E-Ol
5 1.45000E+OI 1.35000E+OI 5.00E-OI 6.00 E+O I 5.00£-01
1'1 2.50000 E+OO 2.25000E+00 5.00 E-O I 3.50 E+O I 5.00E-OI
N 2.50000 E+OO 2.25000 E+OO s".oa£:,1)) 5.00E+OI 5.00E-OI

CHI-SQUARE: 0.120910:+02 0.11632E+02,

POI NT ~o. : 2
DEFN SCAN POINT REF! NE POINT MINIMUM :>1AX I i1UM PRECIS ION

R 1.05000 E+O I 9.32240 E+OO 5.00E-Ol 6.00E+Ol 5.00E-OI
S 2.25000E+Ol 2.23350E+Ol 5.00 E-OI 6.002:+01 5.00E-OI
M 2.50000~00 ' 2.09324£+00 5.00£-01 3.50E+OI 5.80E-OI
~J 2.50000£+00 1.96540E+00 5.00E-OI 5.00E+OI 5.00E-OI

CHI-SQUARE: 0.12177E+02 0.10717£+02

POINT N8.: 3
DEFN seA ~~ POINT REFINE POINT i1INIMUM :'1A XP)U1'1 FREe IS I J~

R 1.45000:':+01 1.:3591 <;E+ 5.00E-OI 6.008-01 5.00E-Ol
5 3.050008-01 ' • 5.00:<:-01 6.00E+OI 5.00£-01
M 2.50000 E+OO '.93143E+00 5.00E-Ol 3.50£+01 5.00E-Ol
N 2.50000E+00 1.75637E+00 5.00E-OI 5.00E+Ol 5.00E-Ol

CHI-SQUARE: 0.122508-02 0.10317E+02

FLOATI NG CONSTAHS: 0.23400 E+83

THE OPTIMAL ExPECTED FREQUENC IES ARE:
O( 1)= 1.124!i!iE+02 O( 2)= 5.17<;47£+00 O( 3)=
495 E+OO
o ( 5) = 1 • 31 02" E+O I 0(,6) = 2. 49325 E+00 O( 7) =
916E+00
8( 9)= 4.43742 ~01 8( 10)= 4.43785E+00 O( 11)=
675 HOO
8(13)= 1.26921 EtOI 0(14)= 2;<;5591 E+OO 0(15)=
316E+00

THE PRIOR MEA'NS ARE: '3=.31!i4!iE+00 C=.50000E+00

THE VARIANCES ARE: VG= .104251':-01 VC=.45455E-OI

94

9.11035E+00 O( 4)= 1 .50

3.33023 E+OO O( 3)= I .23

7.14357E+00 O( 12) = 1.92

4.15112E+00 O( 16) = 1.89



LI~EIIR 'lODEL EXPERIMENT 13
PROGRAM' '.ILL nND A ""INIMU"1.

1.00000E+Ol·
3 .ooeioo E+OO

. 3.00000 E+O I .

2.10000 <;:+0 1
5.00000 ;;:+00
6.00000 S+OO

REFINE POINT MINIMUM
.2..§.8.15QE:+OO 5.00 E-O 1
1 ~~2500E+Ol· 5.00E-01
3.00000 E+OO 5.00 E-O 1
3.00000 £+0,0 5.00 E-Ol

0.21 746E+02 'Itt-

INPUT DII IA:
1.25000 :;:+02

. 0.00000 E-OI
I .00000 E+O I
7,.00000HOO

POI NT NO.: .
DEI'''!

R
S
i'1
N

CHI-SQUARE:

POINT NO.:
DEI'''!

R
S
M
N

CHI-SQUARE:

POINT NO.:
DEFN

R
S
M
"I

CHI-SQUARE:

3.00000 E+OO
6.00000 E+OO
2.00000 &00

1
SCAN POI NT
3.00000 E+OO
2.30000 ":+0 I
3.00000 E+OO
3.00000 E+OO

0.21 '314E+02

'. 2
SCAN POINT
'3.00000E+00
5. '30000 E+O I
3.00000 :'+00
3.00000 ;<:+00
o.2,1896E+02

3
SCIIN POINT
3.00000E+00
1.'30000E+OI
3.00000 S+OO
3.00000 &00

0.21927£+02

REF! NE POI NT
3.00000£+00
2.17500E+OI
3.00000E+00
3.00000 E+OO'

0.21773E+02

REnNE POINT
8.00000 E+OO
5.76875 E+O 1
3.00000E+00
3 .• 00000 E+OO

0.21 anE+02

4.00000 E+OO
5.50000E+OI
1.00000 E+OO

MINIMUM
5.00E-OI
5. OO.E-O I
5.00E-OI
5 ~OO.E-OI

MINIMUM
5.00E-01
5.00E-Ol
5.00 E-O 1
5.00E-Ol

MAXIMUM
6.50E+Ol

. 6.50 E+O 1
6.50E+Ol
6.50E+Ol

:1AXIi'1UM
6.50 E+O 1
6.50 E+O 1
6.50 £+0 1
6.50£+01

MAXIMur1
6~50E+OI

6.50,01
6.5.0 E+O 1
6.50E+OI

PRECISIO"
5 .OOE-Ol
5.00E-Ol
5.002:-01
5.00E-OI

PREe IS I 0')
5.002-01
5.00E-OI
5.00E-Ol
5.00S-01

P,REC IS I 0")
5.00E-Ol
5.00E-Ol

·5.0DE-OI
,).OOE-OI

FLOAT! NG CONSTMTS: 0.28'300 E+03
THS OPTIMAL EXPECTE;)rnEQUE~CIES ARE:

OC 1)= 1.11790£+02,)( 2)= 5.30'350E+00 O( 3)= 1.03136E+OI .O( 4)= 1.65
982 aoo. .
O( 5)= 2.281522+01 ()( 6)= 2.96531 E+OO O( 7)= 5.03925E+00 O( '3)= 1.56
251 E+OO
OC 9)=6.54687E+OI 0(10)= 6.55977E+00 0(11)= 1.15377£+010(12)= 3.04

997E+00
0(13)= 2.27650E+OI 0(14)= 5.13243E+00 0(15)= ·'3.14042E+00 0(16)= 3.39
154 E+OO

THE PRIOR MEANS ARE: 13=.121.21 E+OO. 0=.500000:+00

THE VARIANCES ARE: VG= .41367E-02VC=.·35714E-OI
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11lllar aQdel experlllelltII
Il!'ogru will tad a 1I11111iU11.

IllalaUll
5.ooe-01
5.00e-01
5.ooe-01
5.00e-01

IlPUt datal
3.ll50008+02
1 .700008+01
2.500008+01
1 .900008+01

IIOlnt aO.1
detn

r
s
•
n

chI-square:

POlIlt aO.1
deh

r
s
•a

chi-squareI

1.<lOOoo8+01 1.900008+01 1.2oo00e+01
3.200008+01 1.8I000e+01 1. &0008+02
1.700008+01 6.100008+01 1.9000011+01

1
scn POht retbJ.e IIOlat Illaillll1a
3.000008+00 J812M 'tQO 5.00e-01
3.oo000e+00 L-79M'''t9Q . 5.00ll-01
3.00OOoe+oO~n:1fi?i5lillfOQ 5.OOe-o1
8.000008+00 8tR:W ?,,*,,nli).~e-01

0.86053e+02 .662628+02't" . .

2
seaa poin t retiae pOill t
3.oooooe+00 1.672238+00
3.000008+00 1.6S59le+00
8.0ooooet-00 6.liei9l!lge+OO

. 2.SlooOe+01 2.65719e+01
0.lD2248+03 0.8'1'666e+02

5.400008+01
1.60000e+01.
3.000008+01

lIUillWl precisioa
6.508+01 5.00ll-01
6.5Oe+01 6.ooll-01
6.008+01 5.00ll-01
6.5Oe+01 5.ooll-01

ll8XillUII precision
6.5Oe+01 5.ooe-01
6.5Oe+01 5.0De-01
6.00e+01 5.00~1

6.508+01 5.00ll-01

IIOht ao.1
ietn

r
s
•a

c h1-square I

3
seaa pOlIl t retiae 110111 t
1.300008+01 . 1.20425et-01
1.8OOooe+01 1.~ll6ee+01

3.oooo0e+OO 2.74300et-OO
8.0oooo&tOO 7.lDl!Me+OO

0.10830e+03 0.99614e+02

lliaillWll
5.ooe-o1
5.ooe-01
5.0Qe-01
~.00ll-01

lIlUiliUll precisioll
60508+01 5.ooe-01
6.50e+01 5. ooe-01
6.008+01 5.ooe-01
6.150&1001 5.ooe-01

tloatb~ coastantu 0.780008+03
the otttiaal expecte4 trequeaeies are:

.iI( 1)= 2.549128+02 o( 2)= 3.6828611+01 o( 3). 4.91M5e+01 o( 4,). 1.38f908+01
o( 5)- 6.81l74,7e+Olo(6)- 1.84014,8+01 o( 7)- 2.4,16168+01 o{ 8)" 1.117~01
o( 9). 1.oetm8+02 o(lD). 2.643118+01 0(11)- 3.557578+01 0(12). 1.ti6'1'93e+01
0(13)- 5.0l5643e+01 0(14,). 2.11726e+01 0(15). 2.79191e+01 0(16)- 1.95963e+01

the prior MaIlS arel goo.50375e+oo c•• 218138+00

the "arlaaces arel"g...542&e-01 ,,c=.1~53e-01
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LINEAR IDDEL EXPERIMENT III

program will find a minimum.

inlUt data:
1 .60000e+02 1.30000e+Ol 1.60000e+Ol 1.1000 Oe+Ol 2.40000e+Ol
6.00000e+00 1.80000e+01 7. 00 00 Qe+O 0 5.70000e+Ol 9. 00 00 Oe+oO
2.70000e+Ol 1.4D000e+Ol 3 .30000e+ 01 2.EOOOQe+Ol 2.40000e+Ol
3.6000Oe+O 1

l'lolnt no.: 1
defn scan point refine point minimum maximun Precision

r 3.50000e+00 1.96468e+00 5.00e-Ol 6.60e+Ol 5. ODe-Ol
s 3. EO 00 Oe+O 0 2.01270e+00 5.00e-Ol 6.60e+Ol 5.00e-Ol
m 3.50000e+00 2.06802e+00 5.00e-01 6.60e+01 5. ODe-Ol
n 2. 15000e+01 1.99581e+Ol 5.00e-01 6.60e+01 5.00e-01

chi-square: o•10350 e+03 0.3:i085e+02

l'oint no. : 2
defn scan point refine poin t minimum maximun precision

r 3.50000e+00 1.13152e+00 5.00e-01 6.60e+01 5.00e-Ol
s 3.EOOOOe+00 1.14048e+00 5. OOe-O 1 6.60e+01 5.00e-Ol .
m 3.50000e+00 2.06454e+00 5.00e-01 6.60e+Ol 5.00e-Ol
n 2.7500 Oe+O 1 2.43052e+01 5. OOe-O 1 6.60e+Ol 5.00e-01

chi-square: 0.11009e+03 O. f6556e+02*

l'oint no.: 3
defn scan point refine poin t minimum maximum precision

r 3.50000e+00 9.61171e-01 5.00e-01 6.60e+01 5.00e-Ol
s 3.50ODOe+00 1. 1261J3e+00 5. OOe-O 1 6.60e+01 5.00e-01
m 9.50000e+00 6.96903e+00 5.00e-01 6.60e+01 5.00e-01
n 6.35000e+01 6.30905e+01 5.00e-01 6.60e+Ol 5.00e-01

chi-square: o•11520e+03 0.67366e+02

floating constants: ·0.48000e+03
the optimal ex llected frequencies are:

o( 1)= 9.76817&+01 o( 2)= 2.6g'iOOe+Ol o( 3)= 3.10303e+01 o( 4)= 1.4827te+Ol
o( 5)= 3.65672e+01 o( 6)= 1.73762e+01 o( 7)= 2.02E61e+01 o( 8)= 1. 53097e+01
o( 9)= 4.45329e+01 0(10)= 2.10997e+01 0(11)= 2.48966e+01 0(12)= 1.87470e+01
0(13)= 3.02255e+01 0(14)= 2.25753e+01 0(15)= 2.68582e+01 0(16)= 3. 1158ge+Ol

the prio r mea ns are: p,=. 49396e+00 c=. !l3890e-O1

the variances are: vg= .50220e-Ol vc=.36947e-02
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LI NEA R MODEL EXPERIMENT IV

program ...111 find a minimum.

inlllt data:
1.17000e+02 3.00000e+00 1.00000e+01 1.00000e+OO 1.50000e+01
3.00000e+OO 9.00000e+00 6.00000e+00 5.40000e+01 7.00000e+00
9.00000e+00 1.00000e+01 3.40000e+01 8.00000e+OO 2.20000e+01
1.20000e+01

lloint no. :
defn

r
s
m
n

chi-square:

1
scan point refine lloint
3.00000e+00 1. 75000e+00
6.30000e+01 6.17500e+01
3.00000e+OO 3.31250e+00
3.00000e+00 4.25000e+00

0.52S54e+02 0.42517e+02

minimum
5.00e-01
5.00e-01
5.00e-01
5.00e-01

maximum precision
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5. OOe-O 1

minimum
5~00e-01

5.00e-01
5.00e-01
5.00e-01

'POint no.:
defn

r
s
m
n

ch i-square:
no1nt no. :

defn
r
s
m
n

chi-square:

2
scan ]JOint refine TO in t
3.00000e+00 1.75000e+00
5.80000e+01 5.6?500e+01
3.00000e+00 3.31250e+00
3.00000e+00 4. 25000e+OO
o.53720e+02 0.42483e+02

3
scan lloint refine ]JOint minimum
3.00000e+00 1. 75000e+00 5.00e-01
5.30oo0e+01 5.17500e+01 5.00e-01
3.00000e+00 3. 31250e+00 5.ooe-01
3.00000e+00 4.25000e+00 5.00e-01

0.5465ge+02 0 .42455e+02 .:f,

maximum precision
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.ooe-01

maximum precision
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6 .50e+O15.OOe-O 1

floating constants: 0.32000e+03
the optimal expected frequencies are:

o( 1)= 8.62222e+01 o( 2)= 6.03138e+00 o( 3)= 1.16425e+01 o( 4)= 2.17928e+00
o( 5)= 2.55126e+01 o( 6)= 4.07053e+00 o( 7)= 7.03065e+00 o( 8)= 2.43101e+00
o( 9)= 7.39288e+01 0(10)= 9.90143e+00 0(11)= 1.74640e+01 0(12)= 5.4MI35e...OO
0(13)= 3.47323e+O 1 0(14)= 9.51865e+00 0(1~)= 1. 53633e+01 0(16)= 8. 56687e+00

the prior means are: r=.Z755ge-01 c=.43802e+00

the variances are: vg= .41550e-03 vc=.28748e-01
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LINEAR MODEL EXPERIMENT Va

program will find a minimum.

in'PUt data:
8.20000e+01 1.10oo0e+01 1.40000e+01 1.30000e+01 2.20000e+01
2.10oo0e+01 2.00000e+01 3.lOoo0e+01 5.80000e+01 1.30000e+01
3.40000e+01 1.oooo0e+01 3.40000e+01 2.lOoo0e+01 2.6oo00e+01
6.20000e+01

noint no. :
defn

r
s
m
n

chi-square:

point no.:
defn

r
s
m
n

ch i-square:

poi nt no. :
defn

r
s
m
n

chi-squar e:

1
scan point refine point
3.00000e+00 2.87151e+00
3.oo000e+00 2.92304e+00
3.00000e+00 1.5577ge+00
6.30oo0e+01 6.15544e+01

0.73757e+02 0.71624e+02

2
scan pain t refine poin t
3.oooo0e+00 2.84140e+00·
3.00000e+00 2. 93644e+00
3.oo000e+00 1.56624e+00
5.8oo00e+01 5. 65637e+01

0.75069e+02 0.7099ge+02

3
scan point refine point
3.00000e+00 2. 22292e+00
3.oo000e+00 2.20378e+00
3.00oo0e+00 1. 28702e+OO
5.30oo0e+01 5. 12866e+01

0.77067e+02 0.6f881e+02

minimum
5.ooe-01
5.00e-01
5.00e-01
5.00e-01

minimum
5.00e-01
5.ooe-01
5.00e-01
5.00e-01

minimum
5.ooe-01
5.00e-01
5.00e-01
5.00e-01

:y

maximum precision
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01

maximum precision
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01

maximum precision·
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01
6.50e+015.00e-01
6.50e+01 5.00e-01

floating constants: . 0.48000e+03
the optimal exnected frequencies are:

oC 1)= 6.4oo72e+01 o( 2)= 2.8B775e+01 o( 3)=2.98238e+01 o( 4)= 2.08692e+01
o( 5)= 3.1210ge+01 o( 6)= 2.1936ge+01 o( 7)= 2.30461e+01 0(8)= 2.43700e+01
o( 9)= 3.27737e+01 0(10)= 2.31689e+01 0(11)= 2.43896e+01 0(12)= 2. 59701e+01
0(13)= 2. B7891e+o 1 0(14)= 2. '7630 2e+01 0(15)= 2.9353ie+010(16)= 4.70836e+01

the prior means are: g=.49555e+00 c=.24683e-01

the variances are: V(1j= .36791e-01 vc=.3754ge-03
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LI lEAR MODEL EXPERIMENT Vc

program will find a minimum.

in]llt data:
1 .44000,*02 1.8Ooo0e+01 2.3000011+01 9.oo000e+OO· 2.80000il+01
1.40000e+01 1.2000011+01 1.3Ooo0e+01 6.2000011+01 1.4Ooo0e+01
2.50000,*01 1.40000e+01 2.800008+01 2.000008+01 2.100008+01
3.50oo0e+01

point no. :
deft!

r
s
m
n

chi-square:

"oi nt no. :
defn

r
s
m
n

chi-square:

1
scan poin t refine poin t
1.000008+00 1.oooo0e+00
1.oooo0e+OO 1.0000011+00
1.00000,*00 1•.000008+00
5.oooo0e+00 5.000008+00
0.8M978+01 0.85497e+01

2
scan pain t refine poi nt
1 .00000,*00 1.00000e+00
1.oooo0e+00 1.0000011+00
1 .00000,*00 1.oo000e+oO
6.oo000e+00 5.75000,*00
0.10069,*02 0.936148+01

minimum
5.ooe-01
5.ooe-c1
5;00e:--Ol
5.00e-C1

minimum
5.00e-01
5.00e-C1·
5.ooe-c1
5.00e-C1

maximum Jl!'ecis ion
6.008+00 5.ooe-01
6.00e+00 5.00e-01
6.008+00 5.00e-01
1.50e+01 5.00e-c1

maxim1.lll precision
6.008+00 5.ooe-01
6.00e+00 5.00e-01
6.008+00 5.00e-01
1.50~+01 5. OOe-o1

point no.:
deft!
- r

s
m
n

chi-square:

3
scan point
1.00000'*00
2.oooo0e+00
1.000ooei-00
3.oo000e+00
0.11405,*02

refine point minimum
S'±:O 5.ooe-01

,*00 5. OOe-C 1
1. OOP0ge+ 0 5.ooe-01
2,75QQOttbO 5. OOe-C 1
O. 63001e+O1 "'..

maximum precision
6.00,*00 5.00e-01
6.•00e+00 5. OOe-o1
6.00,*00 5.00e-01
1.50e+01 5.00e-c1

floating constants: 0.48000,*03
the optimal expected frequencies are:

0(1)= 1.51964,*02 o( 2)= 2.095048+01 a( 3)= 2.600098+01 o( 4)= 9.65567&+00
o( 5)= 3.4103ge+01 o( 6)" 1.18701e+Ol o( 7)= 1.45974e+01 0(.8)= 1.08572e+Ol
o( 9)= 4.98104,*01 0(10)= 1.584628+01 0(11)= 2.01896,*01 0(12)= 1.415388+01
0(13)= 2.745!5e+01 0(14)= 1.000008+01 0(15)= 2. 25455e+01 0(16)= 3.20000e+01

. the prior means are: 1\=.500008+00 c=.16ffi7e+oO

the variaa:es are: vg= .S3333e-01 ve=•. 19841e-C1
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Ii near model exnerime'lt Ve
"r01"ram will fLn.1 a rtinimum.

input data:
2. 16oo0e+02
1.60000e+01
1.70000e+01
1 ~OO'OO 6+01

'Point no.:
defu

r
s
m
n

chi-square:

4.000006+00 1.70000e+01 6.000006+00
1~20000e+01 1.200006+01 6.60000e+01
7.000006+00 2.90000e+01 8.000006+00

1
s~n~ht r~he~ht mhb~

3.00000e+00 \,.48826e+00 5.00e-01
3.00000e+OO l.M'?64e+oO 5.00e~1
3.00000e+00 2.42083e+00 5.00e-01
8.oo000e+00 C'i:?MetOb', 5, OOe~l,
0.720036+02 0.' 046e+O 2 It

3. 40000e+0 1
4.000006+00
1. 90 OOOe+O 1

maxim~ "recision
6.006+01 5.00e-01
6.00e+01 5.00e~1

6.00e+01 5.00e-01
6.00e+01 5.OOe~1

point no. :
def'n

r
s

1l'

n
chi~square :

p:>intno. :
defn

r
s
m
n

chi-square:

2
scan' point refine point
8.oo000e+00 6.75000e+00
8.000006+00 6.75000e+00
3.oo000e+00 2.6m'50e+00
8.00000e+00 7.68750e+00
0.959636+02 0.89024e+02

3
scan ]lOin trefine point
3.000006+00 2.901848+00
3.oo000e+00 2.23059e+00
8.000006+00 6. 92337e+0 0
2.80000e+01 2.80307e+01

0.984636+02 0.78800e+02

minimum maximum precision
5.00e~1 6.00e+01 5.00e-01
5.00e-01 6.006+01 5.00e-01
5.00e~l, 6.00e+01 5.00e~1

5.ooe-01 6.006+01 5.00e-01

minimum maximum preC1Slon
'5.00e-01 6.006+01 5.00e-01
5.00e~1 6.00e+01 5.00e-01
5.00'e-01 6.00e+01 5.00e-01
5.00e~1 6.00e+01 5.00e~1

floating constants:0.48000e+03
the optimal expected frequencies are:

o( 1)= 1.86020e+02 o( 2)= 2.02038e+01 o( 3)= 2.78737e+01 o( 4)= 6.79735e+00
o( 5)= 4.076GJe+01 o( 6)= 9.27299e+00 o( 7)= 1.25155e+01 o( 8)= 5.32513e+00
o( 9)= 6.64048e+01 0(10)= 1.3896ge+01 0(11)= 1.ffi185e+010(12)= 7.75598e+00
0(13)= 2.86660e+01 0(14)= 1.07777e+01 0(15)= 1.458996+01 0(16)= 9.81199e+00

the 'Prior means are: g=.52123e+oO 0=.254956+00

the variances are: vg= .64729e-01 vc=.18098e-01
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